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introduction

the problem

in 1847 the mormon pioneers came to the wasatch front seeking

isolation from persecution and a degree of economic independence and

in succeeding years they used the wasatch bases as a springboard for

further colonization of the great basin by 1865 the irrigation system

so important in this semiaridsemi climatearid was highly developed almost

all of the arable land in the oasis area was under cultivation and the

economic and social patterns were set A majority of the presentdaypresent

communities

day

along the wasatch front were already in existence by 1865

by the late 1860s these pioneers and their successors had firmly rooted

their settlements in the soil of the wasatch the driving of the golden

spike in may 1869 at promontory utah planted the seed of change in

the wasatch soil the isolation for which the latterdaylatter saintsday had come

to utah had been slowly slipping away from them now it was to disappear

rapidly it was no longer difficult to come to the intermountain west

the typical mormon society which had existed in the great basin

relatively undisturbed for twentytwotwenty yearstwo began to be influenced by

its more complete integration into the cultural and economic life of the

nation

A geographical descriptionscription of the wasatch front in 1869 points up

now

de

1
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some of the ways in which the mormon culture was unique and provides

a foundation for studying the changes that occurred following the comple-

tion of the transcontinental railroad

in the first chapter I1 shall examine the question of how this area

was chosen by the mormons for colonization this examination will

include a brief physical description of the wasatch front designed to

show the resources available in the area for the settling of a large group

of people opinions of some of the early visitors to the great basin who

may have influenced the mormonsmormons1 choice will be examined

succeeding chapters will be devoted to a geographical description

of the wasatch settlements around 1869 emphasis will be placed upon

describing methods and pattern of semisubsistence irrigated agriculture

developed along the wasatch front the accompanying population urban

business and mining conditions in the wasatch oasis at that period also will

be examined

2

semi subsistence
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I1

I1

CHAPTER I1

WHY THE WASATCH FRONT

the mormons settled at the western foot of the wasatch rather

than go on to california or oregon because they had become convinced

that conditions at the great basins eastern edge would satisfy their de-

sire for isolation and economic growth the latterdaylatter saintsday did not

stop their westward trek in the salt lake valley by accident they felt

they knew where they were going they were reasonably certain that

the area they had chosen could support a large body of people in

addition they were confident that their new home would remain in

comparative isolation for at least a few years time enough for them to

strengthen themselves as a people

early knowledge of the wasatch front

when the first permanent mormon settlers entered the salt lake

valley it was not a virgin area unknown to the white men explorers

and trappers had wandered back and forth through the wasatch front

x the mormons confidence about their future in the rocky mountains
was not only prompted by what they learned from fremont preuss
bonneville and others but also by the prophecy of president joseph
smith in 1842 that the saints would go to the rocky mountains build citiescitie
and become a mighty people unmolested by their oppressors B F roberts
history of the church V 85.85 i

s

3
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2theathe

4

valleys between 1824 and 1847 many of the mountain men and govern-

ment explorers wrote about their experiences and described in detail

the characteristics of the wasatch these reports were published

extensively in the east and the mormon leaders probably had access

to a considerable literature describing their future homehorriehobe 2 men like

jedediah smith william ashley peter skene ogden etienne provost

and captain james bonneville were familiar with the wasatch miles

goodyear had a permanent ranch near the present site of ogden in 1845 3

contemporary de s criptions

reverend joseph williams a missionary to oregon who was on his

way home wrote of the wasatch front area in 1842

I1 am of the opinion that on the east side of big salt
lake that sic7 bear river empties into would be a great
place to establish a mission and well calculated for raising
all kinds of grain it is a good rich land a well watered
and healthy country fish and fowls are very plenty sict
A beautiful prairie about one hundred miles long lies
between the lake and the mountain the plains are covered
with green grass all winter and well calculated for raising
stock some pines on the mountains and cottonwood along
the creeks and rivers that empty into the lake there is

the following is an example of the mormon leaders efforts along
this line thursday december 31 1845 elder heber C kimball and
I1 examined maps with reference to selecting a location for the saints
west of the rocky mountains reading various works written by travellerstrav nellers
church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday church historians office
history of brigham young 18471867 Ms berkeley mass cal associ-
ates 1964

3 goodyear was subsequently bought out by the mormons in 1847

descriptions

Es i

location

1847 1867

mict
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tcp4cp

adaptedadagted

6johnajohn

plenty of salt on the edges of the lake it is about two
hundred and fifty miles in circumference and lies in 40
north latitude 4

this description which appeared in a book published at cincinnati

in 1843 was available three years before the mormons left nauvoo

the fremont explorations of 1842 1843 and 1844 were of parti-

cular interest to the mormon leaders from the journal of charles preuss

fremontsFremont

empty into the lake the indians are very
friendly and under the circumstances it would be nice to
live here if one had something to live on

fremont himself describing the northern part of the wasatch oasis

in 1842 relates

the bottoms are extensive water excellent timber suffi-
cient the soil good and well adapted to the grains and grasses
suited to such elevated regions

fremonts description of the southern part of the wasatch front and the

area as a whole follows

4leroy and ann W hafen eds to the rockies and oregon
183918421839 glendale1842 1955 p 269

charles preuss exploringexplorinexploring with fremont univ of okla press
norman oklahoma 1958 p 92

john charles fremont report to the exploring expedition to the
rocky mountains in the year 1842 and to oregon and northern california
18431844184318 washington 1845 p 93

5

in

5

5

1 s right hand man we find the following description of utah lake

valley dated may 26 1844

the lake is surrounded by high rocky mountains whose
peaks are still covered with snow between the water and the
mountains there is a magnificent growth of grass for a mile
around six smaller and larger mountain brooks lined by
poplar etc

Explorin

1843 18 44
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6

we had now entered a region of great pastoral
promise abounding with fine streams the rich bunch
grass soil that would produce wheat and indigenous
flax growing as if it had been sown this fertility
of soil and vegetation does not extend far into the great
basin v

this would be an excellent locality for stock farms
it is generally covered with good bunch grass and would
abundantly produce the ordinary grains

in this eastern part of the basin containing sevier
utah and the greatcreat salt lakes and the rivers and creeks
falling into them we know there is good soil and good
grass adapted to civilized settlements 7

in augustaugusts 1845 brigham young acquired a report of fremonts

two expeditions to the rocky mountains the mormon leaders studied

the report for one month then on september 24th published a fullpagefull

account

page

of fremonts experiences around the great salt lake for all the
Q

saints to read it seems evident that the study of such written material

concentrated the attention of the mormons on the wasatch front prior to

the actual migration

it is significant that other groups did not see the same possibilities

and settleettlesettieettie in this area first one reason for this may be found in the dif-

fering economic and social goals of mormon and nonmormonnon occupationsmormon

in the west another reason for this may be found in examining the

7 ibid ppap 29729792973 3003009 303

Q

william J snow the great basin before the coming of the mor
mons unpublished phd dissertation dept of history univ of
calif berkeley california 1923 p 190

0see D M meinig the mormon culture region 11 annals of the
AAG vol 55 june 1965

0 0 0 f e e 0 0 0 0 0 9 & 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0

0 0 & 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0

8

s f f
j

and

9
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7

contemporary attitude of the people to the great basin in the 18408

not all of the reports coming from this area were favorable the name

great american desert was commonly accepted as suited to all of the

region from the looth meridian to the west slope of the sierra nevada

the following statement has been attributed to daniel webster

what do we want of this vast worthless area this region
of savages and wild beasts of deserts and shifting sands and
whirlwinds of dust of cactus and prairie dogs to what use
could we put these great deserts or endless mountain ranges
impenetrable and covered to their base with eternal snow1snowa

senator william L dayton stated in 1844 the whole country is as

barren as the desert of the sahara n domenenchDomen aench german traveler

of our far west in 1845 wrote

the country in general is dry and sterile scarcely
any pasture or wood is to be seen there the heart saddens
as one penetrates into this strange and melencholymelancholymelen regioncholy
0 a dismal silence painful and awful continually reigns
in those regions one would say that death hovers in that
atmosphere without life or echo and that it prepares a
grave for the traveler who may venture into them

the mormon leaders displayed a great deal of strength and inspiration

as well as courage in seeing and exploiting the possibilities of the great

basin

orson F whitney history of utah ppap 288289288

liw

289

F sanders historical soc of montana vol IV 1903
ppap 123126123126123

E12e

126

H D domenenchDomen sevenench years residence in the great deserts
of north america 2 vols london 1860 1I 242

snow 10

statedin

lz

10

11 W

nor th

statedin

116reat
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sic7sica oak timber
sugar trees cottonwood pine and maple

8

information gleaned on the trail probably reinforced mormon

determination to move to the wasatch front along the way they met

veteran trappers moses harris thomas peglegpeglerPe smithgleg and jim

bridger each of whom was earnestly questioned for information about

the mormons projected new home jim bridger gave them the most

comprehensive account of the whole region

in the bear river valley there is
there is

no timber in utah lake only on the streams that empty
into it in the outlet of utah lake which runs into the
salt lake there is an abundance of blue grass and red and
white clover there was a man opened up a farm in
the bear river valley the soil is good and likely to
produce corn were it not for the excessive cold nights
which he thinks would prevent the growth of corn
there is a good country south of utah lake or southeast
of the great basin there are three large rivers which
enter into the sevier lake unknown to travelers
the three rivers mentioned are southwest of the desert
there is a tribe of indians in that country unknown to
either travelers or geographers they make farms and
raise abundance of grain of various kinds one can buy
any quantity of the best of wheat there there is one
mountain in the region and the country adjoining in
which he considers if there was a promised land that
must be it he thinks the utah lake is the best
country in the vicinity of salt lake and the country is
still better the farther south we go until we meet the
desert which is upwards of 200 miles south from utah
lake there is abundance of timber on all the streams
and mountains and abundance of fish in the streams

the migrating saints apparently met another traveler father

de smet a catholic missionary who had visited the salt lake valley

snow ppap 195196195 196

r

CSi C

13

13snow
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I1 am happily disappointed in the appearance of the valley of
saltsait lake

9

on the way east from oregon he described the wasatch oasis as

capable in time of supporting over one million 11 de smet wrote

ofoilollolf his confrontation with the mormonscormonsMor

in

mons

1846 near the frontiers of missouri I1 found the
advance guard of the mormonscormonsMor numberingmons in about ten thou-
sand camped in the territory of the omahasomahan not far from
the old council bluffs they did not know at that time the
goal of their long wanderings they asked me a thousand
questions about the country I1 had explored and the spot I1
have just described to you bear river and cache valleys
pleased them greatly from the account I1 gave them of it
was that what determined them I1 would not dare assert it
they are there and the country has changed from a desert
to a flourishing territory

in july 1847 the advance group of mormon pioneers stood at the

foot of the wasatch and gazed upon the salt lake valley william clayton

historian for the pioneer group made this statement

there is an extensive and beautiful and level looking
valley from here to the lake which I1 should judge from the
numerous deep green patches must be fertile and rich

the soil looks indeed rich black and a little
sandy

mormon preferences for the eastern margin of the great basin were found

to be justified

ibid p 194

l5iblaib

william clayton william claytonclaytonts s J ournaljournalburnal salt lake city 1921
p 319

14

15

S altait

14

1 51bid

16william16 Claytonts
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success in the great basin

in the wasatch front oasis the mormons had found what they seemed

to be seeking A place that would support the gathering of zion and a

location that was isolated from their persecutors real or potential in

addition the commonly accepted ideas about the great basin held in the

east promised them at least a few more years of relative isolation in

which to consolidate and strengthen themselves as a people the saints

were confident of their success not only because of joseph smiths

prophecy but also because of those things they had learned about the

physical geography of the wasatch front an examination of this physical

geography helps us understand the success that vindicated their confidence

physical geography of the wasatch front

the wasatch range stretches for 130 miles from bear river on

the north to mount nebo on the south it is the principal front range on

the western edge of the rocky mountains and forms part of the eastern

margin of the great basin physiophysia graphicallyaily it is a great fault block

thrust above the valleys of the great basin in an abrupt and impressive

rise averaging about 6500 feet from valley floor to mountain crest the

eastern face of the range is regionally much gentler than that of the west

and slopes gradually to several upland valleys or parks the dissected

floors of which lie more than 1000 feet above the great basin to the west

see page 3 footnote 1

17

physiographically

17
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12

see figs 1 3

drainage

most drainage flows eastward down the more extensive eastern

slope of the range and collects in the parks here the waters are joined

by larger rivers from the uinta mountains and turn westward and cross

tilethetiietlle range through spectacular canyons to the great basin and the great

salt lake the provo and weber rivers both rising in the uintascintas are

tilethetlle recipients of most of the wasatch waters and they cut deeply through
1 8the range to reach the great basin the bear river largest in volume

19in the great basin also arises in the uinta mountains but the bear

skirts around the northern end of the wasatch range rather than cutting

through its heart map 1 streams running down the steep western slope

of the wasatch have also cut deeply into the range creating steepwalledsteep

canyons

walled

which though they do not cut completely across the range do

extend the catchment basin of the westwardflowing drainage far back

into the mountains nearly all drainage from the wasatch range and most

all from the western uintascintas thus flows to the western piedmont of the

wasatch front the oasis receives very little stream flow from the

i p
these canyons were probably responsible for the name wasatch

which in ute indian languages means a low pass through a high mountain
range n utah historical quarterly vol 16 1948 p 18

the head waters of the weber provo and bear rivers are located
within 25 miles of each other in an area known as the high uintascintas near
mirror lake utah

18

mountains19

westward flowing

18these
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dri er ranges to the west

eight hundred miles to the west of the wasatch front valleys is the

sierra nevada between the wasatch and the sierra is the basin and range

topography of the great basin the only remnant of the fabled great

american desert of the last century this basin and range area is

principally a region of dry sterile valleys and playas interrupted by

northsouthnorth trendingsouth block mountains

water supply of the oasis

meteorologically the wasatch front has two principal effects that

benefit the valleys on the eastern edge of the great basin the first

effect is the great intensification of precipitation in the mountain region

proper through adiabatic cooling of eastward drifting air forced to rise over

the wasatch coming mostly in the form of winter snows this orographiorography

callycaily increased precipitation is stored and is dispensed slowly to the

western valleys below for spring and summer irrigation table 1 this

lifegivinglife watergiving supplemented by the flow of the three streams heading

in the uinta mountains to the east is further augmented by increased

precipitation in the valley areas closest to the wasatch front pacific

maritime air moving across the deserts from the north pacific ocean is

caused to rise as it approaches the wasatch front this rise may begin

as much as ten miles west of the wasatch mountains the twin factors

of ascending air and turbulanceturbulence to windward of the mountains bring

additional quantities of precipitation to the land immediately west of the

drier

west9f

i s

c llyilya
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TABLE 3

ANNUAL precipitation FORrorfohroh THREE STATIONS
ALONG THE WASATCH frontafront1ifronta

187119201871

year

1920

1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1871878
1879
1880
1881
1882
188318133

188418134

1885
17.521752

1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
189518q5
1896

salt lake city
elev 440844081

187 6

8

187 9
18430

184132

181c 2

189 3

logg

914

206920.6920069
14.801480
13.951395
15.111511
12.351235
10.241024
10.561056
10.961096
10.981098
19.491949
19.401940
12.601260
9.14914

12.031203
16.911691
17.6317631763
23.112311
15.571557
16.0316031603
13.711371
12.091209
14.3514351435

provoprove
elev 453245321

23.6723672367
21.2821282128
16.3516351635
19.7519751975
13.111311
10.941094
16.8816881688
15.9815981598
14.2414241424
17 52
19.691969
18.891889
11.661166
13.621362
18.461846
10.331033
15.921592
14.081408
17.351735
15.271527
11.951195
18.421842

ogden
elev 431043101

10.991099logg
6.54654654

16.421642
12.301230

8.94894894
10.021002

10.811081
12.381238
10.881088
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TABLE 3 continued

year

1897
1898
1899
1900

175717.571757

1901
1902
1903
1904
19051906
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
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1919
1920

mean

salt lake city
elev 440844081

16.7416741674
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17 57
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24.812481
11.801180
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ment printing office 1920
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wasatch table 2 cedar fort which is fifteen miles west of the

wasatch front receives very little benefit from the orographic effect

this small town resembles many of the settlements in the basin and

range country of the great basin here rainfall is not sufficient to

provide any kind of support except grazing mining and a limited dry

farming activity fairfield tooelethoele grantsvilleGrants stocktonville bingham

and corinne are other towns located west of the orographic benefits of

the wasatch range fairfield was originally supported by a military

post camp floyd but relys wholly on grazing industries today tooelethoele

was established as a grazing center in the first year of mormon occupation of

the great basin and has since been additionally supported by government

ordnance operations grantsvilleGrants owesville its life to grazing and a little dry

farming in areas of high water tables while stockton is a decadent remnant

of a mining town bingham flourished as a result of mining but has dis-

appeared to make room for the rails and heavy equipment of kennecotskennecottskennecottKenne

open

cotscotts

pit mine corinne gained life and growth from the transcontinental

railroad but when the main depots moved to ogden corinne declined

today less than one percent of the population of utah lives west of the

wasatch oasis in the great basin most people being nestled up against the

wasatch front in a northsouthnorth stripsouth 130 miles long and two to eighteen

miles wide where higher natural rainfall and collected mountain waters

make intensive settlement possible on easily irrigated land here in

1847 the climate soils and natural vegetation held a great potential

for future colonization

Z

trans continental
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temperatures and growing season

the july average temperature along the wasatch front is 7490f749f
while january averages 277f map 3 the length of the growing

season ranges from 192 days at salt lake city to 124 days at provo

precipitation

though most of the rainfall along the wasatch front comes during

the winter and early spring before the growing season commences rain

producing fronts and convectional storms are not entirely absent even in

midsummermid andsummer produce appreciable precipitation especially in the

mountain watersheds map 3 meanwhile the melting and subsequent

distribution of winter snows continues into midsummermid assummer well the

amount and regime of the precipitation varies greatly at the different sta-

tions along the wasatch front

stream flow

the amount of water in the streams during any given season is a

variable factor which has been a primary concern of irrigators since the

first year of settlement by 1869 the irrigators had found according to

G K gilbert of the united states geological survey that many of the

streams have increased in volume since the settlement of the country

gilbert measured the stream flow carefully and proved that this impression

was correct

kgilbertgilbertKG landsilbertlibert of the arid region of the united states J W powell
ed washington govtgoat printing office 1879 p 57

growinoeason

27 7f

zo

2&&egilbert

af
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many of the saints attributed this increased water supply to an

intercession of god in their favor others mistakenly believed that by

improving and irrigating the land more water was evaporated into the

air to be returned in increased precipitation

gilberts inquiry seemed to lend more support to the former than

to the latter supposition his investigation led to conclusions embracing

two probable causes of the increased stream volume 1 a temporary

increase in rainfall and 2 changes in the drainage basin brought about by

man gilberts methods of supporting his conclusions were based on

scientifically sound investigation he realized the importance to the

future of the region of finding the correct answer for the increased water

supply

it is a matter of great importance to the agricultural
interests not only of utah but of the whole district dependent
on irrigation that the cause or causes of this change shall be
understood until they are known we cannot tell whether the
present gain is an omen of future gain or of future loss nor
whether the future changes are within or beyond our control

the rise of great salt ake provided gilbert and others visible proof

of the presence of additional water in this portion of the great basin

map 5 he correctly surmised that the evaporation from the surface

of thetche lake was in close balance with the inflow and that each year the

lake would either gain or lose volume depending upon the precipitation for

that year

ibid

21

lake

21
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gilbert rejected certain popular theories such as the one suggest-

ing that upheavals of the land which sometimes accompany earthquakes

might have changed the form of the lake bed and displaced from some

22region the water that has overflowed others one of the most popular

theories of the day that rainfall follows the plowplow1plowe was quickly dismissed

gilbert had suggested that the increased rainfall was temporary ie a

secular variation in rainfall was taking place A hundred years of

weather and lake observations in the arid and semiaridsemi westarid see

table 3 and map 5 have demonstrated that precipitation patterns follow

a series of cycles a period of wetter years is followed by a succession of

relatively drydry11 years the western great plains for example were

settled during a wet cycle but with the onset of a dry cycle in the 1930

the soil literally dri ed up and blew away this lack of dependabilitypendabilitybendability in

rainfall and consequently in water supply was one of the hazards that had

to be met with in settling the margins of the great basin

concerning the possiblitypossibility of mans increasing the stream flow by

his activities J W powell cyrus thomas and gilbert all

agreed that to a limited extent this was possible by cultivating the

soil and destroying the natural vegetation man has affected the runoffrun

22

off

ibid p 67

23ibid p 92

24ibid p 14

ibid 9 p 58

19301s

dependability

23 24 25

9 2

25
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he has opened out springs so that they would run more freely he has

impounded the water in vast reservoirs he has grazed his animals on

the slopes and impaired the water sheds he has placed the water in

canals and ditches

another important factor in water supply along the wasatch front

is the yearly variability of precipitation reference to table 3 shows

that few years are very close to the average values of precipitation

even during the wet periods there is no guarantee of sufficient snow and

rain to water the seasons crops two or three wet years may be followed

by an extremely dry one an example of this is found in the early years of

the present century when in 1909 the entire state of utah averaged 193119.31

inches of precipitation then in 1910 the average dropped sharply to 11.161116

inches in 1869 of course there was no reliable way to predict the amount

of precipitation the farmers could expect even today meteorologists do not

fully understand the pattern of precipitation variability in the arid lands

but man has introduced one great innovation to alleviate the harrassedharrassharrasserharr

irrigator

assed

and this is the impounding of vast amounts of potential irrigation

water in great reservoirs large enough to smooth out the effects of annual

though not secular variation in precipitation this is the only significant

factor that has enabled large amounts of land to be brought into use in the

wasatch front since 1869 and future reclamation and storage projects

seem to be the key to any future expansion of agriculture in the area at

any rate by 1869 the mormons had justified their faith that the wasatch

waters would be sufficient to grow their crops and give them a measure of

19 31

11 16

ed

se calary
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economic independence

soils

climatic factors of course were not the only things to be taken

into consideration in the settlement of the wasatch front an important

locator for the early communities was the nature of the soils

soils of the wasatch front are chiefly derived from alluvial and

lacustrine deposits close to the mountain front the lakeformedlake depositsformed

are often several hundred feet deep and are usually well drained farther

west brown desert soils blend in with the thin veneer of lake deposits

in many places along the wasatch front the deep welldrainedwell lakedrained soils

have had more recent streamdeposited material superimposed upon them

in the form of alluvial fans these fans were welldrainedwell anddrained usually

contained fertile soils therefore the mormons often chose to locate

their communities on or near these fans great sloping fans are typical

of the arid lands but early explorers and surveyors must have been

surprised to see the flattoppedflat deltastopped spreading out from the base of

the larger canyons in 1847 the mormons applied the descriptive name

benches to these particular features of their new home the term has

persisted in lay usage to this day the mormons merely described these

features and left the genetic speculations to government explorers and

surveyors such as stansbury gunnison beckwith king simpson

wheeler and powell

in quaternary times a more humid climate existed in the great

stream deposited
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basin and many of its valleys were filled with lakes the largest of

these lake bonneville had a maximum length of 346 miles and a width

of 145 miles with an area of 19 750 square miles including all of the

present wasatch front oasis it is against the wasatch mountains where

large rivers brought vast amounts of sediment to the lake that sedimenta-

tion and shoreline features are most pronounced from 1879 to 1883

G K gilbert studied the remnants of the great pleistocene lake and

published his reports to the world today shorelines stand 1000 feet

above the floor of the oasis yet the great lake stood not at one level

but at several during a period of climatic and diastrophic change during

times when the precipitation evaporation and drainage were in a state of

balance the level of the lake stood still and topographic features were

carved by wave action or deposited by rivers and so there is not one

but a series of several shorelines of the ancient lake discernable along

the base of the wasatch mountains

toward the center of the oasis valleys the deep welldrainedwell

lacustrine

drained

soils give way to a more alkaline poorlydrainedpoorly sedimentdrained

here we see that even though the soils have had a great effect on settle-

ment this settlement has also had some effect on the soils irrigation

on the higher slopes has washed mineral salts into these poorlydrainedpoorly

lower

drained

lands and has raised the water table to the extent that they can

no longer be used for any activity other than grazingbrazing very few communi-

ties were established on these poorlydrainedpoorly lowerdrained lands because they

did not dry out as early in the spring and delayed planting air drainage

bonneville
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in the lower parts of the valleys also caused early frosts and shortened

the growing season these factors resulted in location of villages and

fields on the lower more gentlyslopinggently partssloping of the welldrainedwell

alluvial

drained

fans a because of ease of irrigating these gentle slopes and

b because they were welldrainedwell anddrained hence workable earlier in spring

and were usually not prone to alkali buildupbuild

the

up

upper lacustrine terraces were not used extensively for cropping

until much later when highlinehigh canalsline were built in 1869 provo bench

mapleton bench cottonwood bench and the other lacustrine deltas had

only a small fraction of their present fruit and grain production but

nevertheless were beginning to be occupied

natural vegetation

one of the most notable changes brought about by the presence of

the mormon settlers in the wasatch oasis is found in the alteration of the

natural vegetation many descriptions of the natural vegetation in the

salt lake oasis before mormon settlement occuredoccurred are available some

of these have been noted earlier in this chapter preuss said there is a

magnificent growth of grass in utah valley and fremont described
7the area as generally covered with good bunch grass jim bridger

told brigham young that there is an abundance of blue grass and red and

c csee p 5

ibidaid

grasstiz6

27

26

27
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28white clover one of the first mormons to enter the valley orson

pratt said A very great variety of green grass and very luxuriant

29covered the bottoms for miles where the soil was sufficiently damp I

but as they proceeded toward the western side of the valley the soil

began to assume a more sterilesterilsterliesterll appearanceappearance11

1

most of the accounts

described the grass as existing near the streams and mountains on the

eastern side of the valley while the western parts were more desolate i

in 1869 the US department of agriculture stated that the salt

lake basin utah when settled by the mormons 22 years ago was a

waste of sand and sagebrush it is not surprising that such a descrip-

tion of the oasis was made in 1869 for by this time those areas not

irrigated had become sagebrush deserts the principal factor in the

change of many areas from grassland to sage desert was overgrazingover

the

grazing

sage plants could not sprout and grow in the shade of the bunch grass

but when hungry sheep and cattle removed the grass it was replaced by

the less desirable plants in 1869 there was a great contrast between

the irrigated crop land and the barren slopes of sagebrush in addition

28 see p 7

hargrave creer the founding of an empire bookcraft
salt lake city utah 1947 p 304

ibid p 305306

031
F whitney history of utah 4volavol salt lake city 189219041892

I1
1904

325326325

US

326

dept agriculture annual report 1869 ppap 431432431 432

e
30

31

32

29leland

301bid

4 volvoi
19

32 repo

11

29 Lelandleland
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fine pasture land near great salt lake was converted to alkaline swamps

of salt grass by the downward percolation of irrigation water neverthe-

less irrigation water had to be continually applied for it was the life

blood of civilization in the wasatch front oasis regulating and adminis-

tering this vital resource was the most important business of the mormon

settlers in 1869
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CHAPTER II11

APPLYING WATER TO THE LAND

by 1869 the greater part of the easily irrigable land of the wasatch

front had been taken up the mormons had already developed a pattern

of watering systems that was in turn complex and yet relatively efficient

they had built over onethirdone ofthird all of utahs presentdaypresent irrigationday

lateral ditches at this early date and nearly onethirdone ofthird all her main
9

ditches or canals

constructing the canals

methods and difficulties

streams running down the steep rocky canyons of the wasatch front

were relatively easy to divert dams were built by filling the stream with

willows rock and earth in this way the surface of the stream could be

raised until the water would flow into a canal these dams and canals

were usually located well up the canyons so that a maximum area could

be irrigated by gravityfedgravity openfed ditches hand tools and hand labor were

ac1c langdon white the salt lake oasisoasis11 journal of geography
vol 27 p 6

US bureau of the census fourteenth census of the united states
1920 compendium

36
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used to etch the canals along the rocky mountainsides

because resources were limited some of the early canals required

three or four years to build the men would work on the canals for only

a few months in the year and would then spend the rest of their time

away from home trying to earn sustenance for their families until water

could be brought to the land to span a ravine it was necessary for men

and oxen to dump tons of earth fill into the chasm so that the canal could

go on top with no grade change in some cases such as that of the bear

river canal great wooden aqueducts were built across the ravines but

these were expensive and required much time and timber to build lack

of means usually forced the earliest settlers to run the canal down the

ravine and irrigate only the more limited lower parts of the valley

in each town it was the settlerssettlers1 responsibility to determine how

much land the topography and their resources would permit them to

irrigate with prudence they did not have the supplies the funds the

equipment or the time to construct the highline canals now used in utah

to irrigate good land in the higher elevations of the valleys to have

attempted this would probably have meant starvation instead it was the

usual policy to construct a canal at a lower level which would irrigate

a smaller acreage until more settlers came and a new canal could be

economically built at a higher level As a result of this piecemeal develop-

ment in many places in utah one finds the land irrigated by several

small canal systems each system operating at a different elevation

1
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range

all of the early canals were open ditches and it was often very

difficult for the colonists to build the canals at a grade that would enable

the water to flow evenly in some of the larger communities survey

instruments were available for this purposepurpo but in others the settlers

had to rely on their own ingenuity to secure the proper grade one

method was to make a crude level by filling a pan with water and sighting

over its edges along the canal route to a pole with the height of the top of

the pan marked upon it another method was to fill a bottle full of water

and attach it to a squareedgedsquare timberedged this could be laid upon the ground

and used as a spirit level by these methods the settlers tried to deter
4

mine whether the water would flow in the canal

in most of the early canals seepage was a serious problem in

some of the rocky places the water seeped out as fast as it ran in the

method of calking these areas was to haul wagonloadswagon ofloads clay to the canal

and dump these into the crevices where the water was escaping often

the clay was distributed evenly over the floor of the canal then when the

water was turned in it forced the clay into the pores and sealed them shut

to stop the leakage it sometimes was necessary to drive oxen along the

george thomas development of institutionsunderinstitutionsInstitution irrigationsUnderunder NY
macmillan co 1920 p 20

bidibid s p 21

3

purposebut

N Y
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floor of the canal while the clay was wet

in the lowlands levees had to be built along the canals this

necessitated the use of wagonloadswagon ofloads soil and much handwork with pick

and shovel

cooperative efforts

the diversion of the larger streams flowing from the wasatch front

required the cooperative efforts of entire communities these early

systems were generally small although some of the longest canals reached

a length of ten to twenty miles and by 1869 there were several of these

longer canals As all planned to use the water all were required to help

in the construction of the system all available men in a community were

called by the bishop to aid in the construction and there were usually large

groups of men working on a canal at the same time such community

service was given willingly for the men besides providing the lifeblood

of their settlements were responding to a tradition of community responsi-

bility and unity

after the lands of a site had been divided among the projected settle-

ments it was frequently found necessary to build a main canal to supply

water to two or more towns in this case the men of all the towns conernedconcernedconer

worked

ned

upon the canal from its source to the point where the farmland of the

first town ended then an accounting of the work was made and the water

was apportioned among the different towns accordingly at that point the

workers from the first town reached would quit work on the main canal

bid

5
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and those from the remaining community or communities would complete

the work from these main canals usually located in and near the

mouths of the canyons several smaller or lateral canals were built

to irrigate plots below these laterals were further subdivided to the

level of the ditches of individual farmers the same principle of water

and labor apportionment was followed to this level

drainage

after the first few years of irrigating in the wasatch front valleys

it became apparent that a drainage problem existed the farmers who had

been tilling the lands close to utah lake or great salt lake found that their

soils were becoming saturated with salts and water irrigation water

being applied in the higher parts of the valleys percolated down to these

bottom lands bringing dissolved mineral salts with it the resulting

raised water table and alkalinity of soils rendered these lands unsuitable

for cultivation by 1869 if these poorlydrainedpoorly landsdrained were being used

at all it was as pasturelandpastu evenreland today in utah most of these lands are

used for pasture industrial sites game refuges or are not used at all

in some small areas drainage of these saturated lands has been success-

fully improved however in 1869 such improvement had not been

commenced

the pattern of irrigation in 1869

there are five major drainage basins that empty into the great

ibid p 23

white p 7

6

for 7
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salt lake from south to north they are 1 utah lake 2 jordan river

and salt lake 3 weber ogdenogdehogdee 4 lower bear 5 upper bear 8 all

except the upper bear were used extensively for irrigation by the mor

mons in 1869 in this year irrigated landlaadlandbaad in the wasatch front comprised

nearly 170000 acres see page 53

utah lake

six major streams flow into the utah lake from the wasatch moun-

tains by 1869 each of these had been successfully diverted for irrigation
Q

purposes map 7 the largest stream the provo river 7 cuts completely

through the wasatch range and a large part of its water originates in the

uinta mountains to the east in 1869 the largest community of the valley

provo was watered by five major canals four from the east bank and one

from the west bank of the provo river in addition a highlinehigh canalline was

under construction near the base of the mountains to the east the provo

bench a flattopflat deltatop see p 30 was watered by one main canal with

several laterals in use or under construction four major canals brought

waters from the american fork to the lands of three communities in the

north end of the valley lehi american fork and pleasant grove the

more limited waters of dry creek were used by lehi and alpine south of

n
utah water and power board developing a state water plan salt

lake city 1964

9 on many contemporary maps of the 1860 and 1870 the name
timpanogosTimpano rivergos was recorded in place of provo river this was an
adaptation of an earlier indian name for the river

170 000ooo

9

8

1860s 1870s
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provo three canals from hobble creek watered springvilleSpring andville mapleton

five main canals and several laterals diverted the waters of spanish

fork creek onto the land of the south end of the valley while a few

smaller canals diverted the limited waters of santaquinSan andtaquin peteetneetPeteet

creeks

neet

to the lands of payson and santaquinSan

in

taquin

1869 there was a great deal of speculation that a canal would be

built connecting utah lake with the great salt lake to the north plans

had been drawn up for such a canal but it was never built 10

jordan river and salt lake

several canals were built to divert the waters of the jordan river

as it flowed northward between utah lake and great salt lake map 8

in 1869 these canals were restricted to the narrow valley of the meander-

ing jordan within a decade canals were to be built farther upstream in

the jordan narrows bringing water to the desolate western and southern

portions of salt lake valley two major streams bring water from deep

canyons in the wasatch mountains to the east these streams big and

little cottonwood creeks were diverted severely as were other minor

streams on the east slope of the valley this system alonglongiong with the jordan

bottomsbottom allowed the salt lake valley to become by 1869 one of the most

intensively irrigated parts of the wasatch front

US dept of agriculture annual report 1869 ppap 431432431 432

the most extensively irrigated portion of the wasatch front in
1869 was utah valley see maakmapk

a

s

11

10 U S

11
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weber ogden

most of the canals along the lower weber river were restricted to

the narrow stream valley that extended far to the west of the mouth of

weber canyon or to the flat plain between ogden and the great salt lake

map 9 the narrow stricture near the mouth of weber canyon known

as devilss gate prevented the building of a highlinehigh canalline to watewater the

foothillfoot areashill consequently a large part of the settlement and farming

activity has occurred out on the plain south and west of ogden city the

city itself was located on an alluvial fan near the mountains and was watered

by the ogden river east of devildevils s gate the valley of the weber river

widens out and many canals were built by the early settlers most of them

paralleling the river or one of its tributariestributa

lower

ries

bear

irrigation along the bear river was just beginning to experience a

period of growth in 1869 the bear river canal one of the engineering

marvels of the time was not yet completed even though great aqueducts and

tunnels had been builtbulit A main canal watered the slopes north of brigham

city but attempts at irrigation along a majorbajor tributary the malade river

had failed because of brackish water the little bear logan and black-

smith fork in cache valley were little used at this point because of the

fine grazing lands that still existed in that area

upper bear

the upper bear river and tributaries had not been diverted for

purposes of irrigation in 1869

r
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the greatest growth in irrigated land in the decade 187018801870

occurred

1880

along the lower bear river and in cache valley nevertheless

by 1869 irrigation institutions had reached a fine point of development

inielledind the wasatch front as a whole

organization and administration of irrigation

in the diary of orson pratt july ZZ22 1849 we find recorded

streams from the mountains and springs were very
abundant the water excellent and generally with gravel
bottoms a great variety of green grass and very luxuriant
covered the bottoms for miles where the soil was sufficiently
damp but in other places although the soil was good yet
the grass had nearly dried up for want of moisture

the next day the advanced group came to city creek at the present

site of salt lake city and proceeded to establish a settlement

we appointed various committees to attend to different
branches of business preparatory to putting in crops and in
about two hours after our arrival we began to plow and the
same afternoon built a dam to irrigate the soil which at the
spot where we were plowing was exceedingly dry this
forenoon commenced planting our potatoes after which we
turned the water upon them and gave them and the ground
a good soaking

while the mormons were not the first irrigators in western north

america the simple act described above had considerable significance

orson pratt journal latterdaylatter saintsday mellential star 1849501849

13

50

ibid

14for an extensive discussion of the first irrigators in western north
america see thomas ppap 111311 13

12

13

14
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ltvlt3 young made agriculture the foundation industry of his
people in this respect the beginnings of utah were different
from those of every other arid state here agriculture was
from the first the principle industry in many of the others it
was at the outset a mere incident because of its paramount
importance the laws and customs under which it was developed
had early a careful consideration and took a different trend
from the beginnings in other states colorado and california
borrowed their early water laws and customs from the miners

15utah made hers first hand

effective organization in the development and use of the vital resource was

the prerequisite to success

the mormon policy of public control of irrigation

the mormons found themselves in a new land developing a new

set of rules for an old technique irrigation in this unique situation they

quickly adopted a policy of cooperative activity and public control as a

method of building and administering irrigation canals and water works

see p 39 this has continued to be the policy of the territory and the

statestatte with a few notable exceptions until the present time this

elwood mead irrigation institutions new york the macmillian
company 1910 p 220

thomas ppap 181918 19

48

the mormons were the first angloamericansanglo toamericans develop an extensive

civilization based on irrigation agriculture their efforts gave wide

publicity to irrigation and they were among the first people in the united

states to develop practices customs and laws pertaining to and governing

the use of water elwood mead has commented on this latter

TB

16

15

16
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principle of public control seems to have worked well

initially public control of irrigation meant church control when

LDS church leaders decided to colonize a new area they not only called

the desired number of new settlers but also chose the leader of the new

settlement chosen not only for their religious zeal but also for their

secular abilities 18 this leader or bishop and his two counsellorscoun directedsellors

the spiritual and temporal affairs of the new community among these

temporal affairs was the direction and administration of irrigation

accordingly public control of irrigation in early utah meant church

control because the mormon church was the only effective public institu-

tion of the time

however legal right of control was soon placed in other hands in

1852 the first territorial legislature of utah met the new secular body

declared

the county courts shall have control of all timber
water privileges or any watercourse or creek to grant mill
sites and exercise such powers as in their judgment shall
best preserve the timber and subserve the interests of the
settlements in the distribution of water for irrigation or other
purposes grants of rights held under legislative authority
shall not be interfered with

elwood mead report of irrigation investigations in utah washington
govtgoat printing office 1903 p 19

1 8 thomas ppap 1920
19 territorial laws of utah chap 1 sec 38 approved feb 4 1852

17

L D S

inthe

19

17concerning17 concerning the subject of public controls one writer has said all
studies of irrigation lead to one conclusion that some public control of the
water supply is necessary to the best use of the resources of an arid country

tigations

18
19 20
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in commenting on this initial legislation dr mead wrote

we have here then at the very beginning of
irrigation development in this country the recognition
of public ownership the granting of rights by an execu-
tive board which was familiar with the facts and the
protection of the rights granted by the board making the
grants irrigation law has not gone beyond this today
except in the matter of detail

for twentyeighttwenty yearseight this was the only water
right law of the territory

according to the law the courts were to grant rights to the streams of

the county appoint water masters to enforce their decrees refuse

petitions for rights when streams had been exhausted and settle con-

troversies over the use of water these statutory provisions mirror

closely the prior experience of the mormon legislators

this of course was not the only legislation affecting the use of

utahs waters frequently in granting town charters the legislature

included in the charter the right to control all canals and streams flowing

through their corporate limits

the legislature and courts were slack in administering their powers

however and parties were usually allowed to divert and use water without

restriction most of the present rights to water were acquired under this

implied permission and the job of enforcing the irrigation laws as well as

interpreting them was usually left to the local church leaders

one of the first officials in a new settlement was the water master

he was usually appointed by the bishop and approved by a raisedhandraised votehand

mead irrigation institutions p 222

inthis

0

20
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and in many instances this continued to be the case after legal right of

appointment was vested in the county courts of the community after

the canalscanal completion by cooperative methods the water master was

put in control the settlers were poor the wages were low and sometimes

the responsibility was great his primary duties were to see that the

water was kept in the canal by preventing the canal from leaking or

breaking to call out the water users for repairs on the canal to notify

each irrigator of the time for his turn to use the water and to see that

the farmersfarmery headgateadgatehe was closed at the end of his turn and in the spring

to call the irrigators together to hear a report of the past season

local operation of the system

with public ownership of water being accepted as state and church

policy and the initiative left to the individual communities the people of

the wasatch front set out to distribute this resource in a just way

because a continuous flow to all of the irrigators would deplete the

stream completely in its upper stages the wasatch communities used the

water in rotation so much time was allowed for each acre or water right

held by the farmer or so much time for every dollar invested in construct-

ing the canal the turns were usually from one to two weeks apart the

local pattern being determined at a general meeting of all of the irrigatorsirrigatory

or scheduled by the water master

21tbid p 25

s
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each spring the canals were cleaned and repaired sometimes the

individual farmer worked at a set wage until he had worked off his share

of the cleaning and repairing charge another method was for a committee

to select certain areas of the canal for each irrigator to clean then notify

each of his particular assignment A day was then set for the work to be

completed and inspected by the water master the farmer usually did

his own work for there was very little money for hired labor

the status of irrigation in 1869

it has been said that thousands of canals built in utah
belong to the communities this is true if the meaning is
understood they did not belong to the community as a cor-
porate body but in the sense that each settler was the owner
of the land and in order to secure the necessary water to
make it fruitful he had to own a share in the canal which
he secured as a rule by his own labor because early
settlers were poor hired labor played practically no part
in canal construction each settler possessed a small farm
and that made close settlementpossiblesettlemeitpossiblesettlement andpossible supplied the
necessary labor to build canals if the settlers had been
allowed to claim all the land they wanted the territory
would have been held by a comparativelycompala fewtivelydively people
who poor as they were could not have supplied the labor
to take out the water and the soil would have remained
sterile and fruitless and a shortage of food would have
prevailed with the close settlement plan the farmers
supplied the labor themselves to build the canals and
reclaim the land so that the thousands of miles of canals
of early utah were built without bonded indebtedness of any
kind they were built by the farmers owned by the farmers
and operated by the farmers in fact they constitute one of
the greatest and most successful community or cooperative
undertakings in the history of america

ibid

ZZ
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this was the status of irrigation in the wasatch front in 1869

there was no need to change it and changes were slow in coming in

1869 the people of the wasatch front oasis were largely of one faith

controversies over water as well as many other differences were

settled through church courts this led to a delay in the legal definition

of the rights to water and it wasngasn until the early years of the twentieth

century that the utahnsutahna found it necessary to establish a foundation for

these rights other than agreements between themselves

by 1869 according to a report to the utah legislature the people

of the state had constructed 215 canals of a total length of about 1000

miles at an estimated cost of 1 700 per mile the building of sub

ditches had cost almost as much as the main canals most of the water

which irrigated the 167 000 acres of land was cooperatively owned

the pioneer leaders anticipating a large and compact population just as

many people as the mountain streams could support early adopted the

policy of prohibiting any one person from taking more water than that for
24

which he had immediate use under the mormon system the settlers

had built 383 diverting dams 27 storage dams 570 main ditches with a

capacity of 4 868 secondfeetsecond andfeet a total length of 1 123 miles 1 280

lateral ditches with a total length of 1 041 miles and 54 reservoirs with a

capacity of 3 419 acre feet in addition the settlers were operating flow

24hunter p 261

1

wasnt
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27ing wells pumping wells and pumping plants all this was accomplished

in just ZZ22 years by a group of americans who had never before practisedpracticed

the ancient device of irrigation agriculture

with plenty of water available along the wasatch front in the early

years the saints had set about irrigating the land to provide the products

necessary to sustain life by the year of the iron horse the mormon

agricultural system was highly developed though oriented to local consump-

tion

27 fourteenth census of the united states compendium
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CHAPTER 111IIIlii

THE agricultural PATTERN IN 1869

an observer entering the wasatch front oasis in 1869 would have

found most of the communities nestled against the foothills of the wasatch

mountains often perched upon an alluvial fan near the mouth of a great

canyon from which a stream emptied down the slope of the fan these

compact communities varying in population from 200 to 12 000 contained

the homes of the farmers of the small farms averaging only thirty acres

scattered within a two to five mile radius of the town these intensively

used farms produced mostly cereal grains alfalfa and potatoes some

principally those located high up on a fan or on the flat benchesbenches1 near

the mountains had fruit orchards while most of the farmers owned some

cattle and sheep the dry western and poorlydrainedpoorly lowerdrained parts of

the valleys served as winter pastures and in the spring one might meet

large herds of sheep moving up the canyons to their summer pastures in

the mountains traveling through davis and box elder counties one

might see some evidence of pioneer dryfarmingdry activityfarming with its alternat-

ing fields of fallow land finally moving on to the west the observer

very soon would have entered a sterile country of playas and sparsely

vegetated block mountains leaving the green strip behind he would

not see its likeness until he had crossed the barren interior basin to

56
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the foot of the sierra nevada

land tenure

before 1869 the wasatch farmers did not have legal title to the

land they occupied when the mormons entered the salt lake valley

july 21 1847 it belonged to mexico with the signing of the treaty

of guadelupehidalgo on february 2 1848 the wasatch front became

part of the area ceded to the united states and was technically under

2control of military authorities of the united states in practice however

no effective federal authority existed in the early period and it was the

practice of the church to administer law in the land the only claimants

to the land were a few scattered indian tribes who neither knew nor cared

which national government claimed the land but were disturbed by the

presence of the newly arrived squatters

after utah became a territory it was many years before all indian

claims to the lands were satisfied and the indians were removed to reser-

vations to the indians the mormons were trespassers on their land

to the united states government they were squatters yet they settled on

the land irrigated cultivated and made the desert blossom into a home

although they entered mexican territory the mormonscormonsMor loyaltiesmons
were unquestionably with the united states as is attested by the march of
the mormon battalion and by their own declaration in the january 20 1846
issue of their own publication times and seasons

thomas p 30

at the close of the blackhawk war in 1867 the last of the indians
in central utah were removed to a reservation in the uintah basin

guadelupe hidalgo

3

ialthough

vations
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for themselves and their children

early land law

it is likely that the founders of the state of deseretrecognizing

that the land belonged to the federal government and could not be disposed

of by the state even if it were admitted to the union purposely left any

provisions concerning the land out of their constitution in 1850 congress

passed an act establishing the territory of utah this act like the above

constitution did not grant the territorial legislature any authority over

land water or timber nevertheless the governor and assembly exercised

almost unrestricted power over these resources the territorial govern-

ment seemed to recognize that grants of land made by it were subject to the

superior title of the federal government and that legally the occupants of

such lands were still only squatters the inhabitants were however

allowed to consume the water and use the timber with very few restrictions

the difficulties of occupying the land legally were many

from july 24 1847 the date of the entrance of the pioneers
into the salt lake valley to april 1 1869 a period of almost
twentytwotwenty yearstwo it was impossible to locate upon a piece of
land according to the land laws of the united states or to under-
take to secure title to it through a government patent the office
of the surveyor general of utah was created february 17 1855
but on june 30 1862 the utah and colorado offices were
consolidated and the records moved to denver the office was
not opened again in utah until 1868 and a united states land
office was not open for business until aprilapriliaprile 1 1869 4

nevertheless beginning in 1869 the farmers finally gained title to their

4thomas p 32

deseret recognizing

3 2
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small parcels of land

in march 1869 a united states land office was
established at salt lake city and on april 1 claimants
began to enter the land which many of them had cultivated
for over 20 years it was an interesting bit of history
to know how this was accomplished under the existing land
laws of the united states considering the small areas
claimed by the utah farmer in many instances from
sixteen to thirty claimants were in possession of a hundred
and sixty acres of land especially was this true when the
land lay near a town the plan followed was for the
interested parties in any given quarter section to meet and
determinedetdei underermine which law they should attempt to secure title
after this was done one member of the claimants was
chosen to enter the land for the benefit of himself and the
others sometimes the agreement included an under stajriing
that the entryman in additionadditionto to securing title to his own
claim should be compensated for the loss of his homestead
or preemptionpre rightemption as the case may be

methods used by church leaders in apportioning land

since the mormon church was the only effective authority that

existed along the wasatch front in the early yearyears s it was necessary that

the church organize the system of colonizing the land brigham young

knew that the temporal welfare of the saints had to be maintained in order

to keep their spiritual accord this may help one to understand why the

farmers were instructed to live in villages and travel to their farms

each day they thus remained a united group under the leadership of the

bishop or other authorities of the church such an arrangement also

provided for protection from the indian menace and for the easy initiation

of cooperative activities such as the building of irrigation canals

abid p 40
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size of farms

the leaders of the church established an important precept regard-

ing the size of the farms the holding of single man or a head of a family

was limited according to the needs of those dependent upon him the amount

of irrigable land in proportion to the population of the town was also taken

into consideration naturally this factor made for a small acreage for

each holder in some of the less favored villages but every attempt was

made to give a fair and just distribution of the land sometimes there just

was not enough of this watered land to feed properly the families and the

community or general church was called on to help out land speculation

waswasswals not allowed in the early days so the gaining of additional amounts of land

depended entirely upon the hurch and the cooperative projects of the mem-

bers

brigham young intended that the irrigator should own his
own land and construct his own canal and although his system
of small farm units and cooperative labor maybe open to the
objection that it means a multiplicity of canals taken from
natural streams at a greatly increased cost of construction
and maintenance it is certainly more enduring irrigation
economy than one which encourages speculation and enables
the lender of a mortgage to reap the appreciation and accruing
from the enhanced value of land and water by suppressing
these secret attempts at speculation the church authorities
established a precedent that has become as binding as an
unwritten law As a result the people of utah are secure
in their control of natural monopolies and are firmly estab-
lished in their ownership of unmortgaged land

As has been mentioned earlier the average size of farms in 1869 was

chas H B roughbrough irrigation in utah baltimore johns hopkins press
1898

theleaders

church

6
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thirty acres no farmer owned more land than he and his family could

work and ideally at least no farmer owned less land than he needed to

provide sustenance for his family

economic growth on the wasatch farms

growth of trade

because of the small size of the farms and the meager funds and

facilities of the settlers agriculture in the early years was practiced on

a semisubsistencesemioemiaemi basissubsistence there was a great deal of betweenfarmbetween

exchanging

farm

of products and services and even some betweentownbetween tradetown

going on by 1869 improvement of the roads had stepped up this latter

activity considerably some of this activity was conducted for general

welfare purposes under the auspices of the church and some can be

attributed to the tradition of free enterprise that had come with the

pioneers across the plains A serious impediment to trade at this time

was the lack of suitable money tokens wheat along with whatever cash

was available from emigrants was a principle means of exchange as is

evidenced by the following newspaper advertisement for sale for cash

7or wheat two good english lever watches mcvear and barlow

the arrival of the iron horse from the east in may 1869 certainly

put the spark to the fuel of economic growth in the wasatch front

the great highways of commerce thus established
brought with them a large interchange of traffic and an increased

deseret news salt lake city february 22 1961

S
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demand for labor occasioned by this traffic opportunities
for employment and the widening of eastern markets to
receive the products of utahs soil encouraged immigration
and immigration meant even better facilities for the trans-
fer of goods than the internal agricultural trade had hereto-
fore fostered

table 4 illustrates the economic growth of utahs agricultural activities

in the years immediately following the railroads completion in all

cases the big jump was during the decade 1870 to 1880 the years

immediately following the completion of the transcontinental railroad it

is interesting to note that the average size of irrigated farms more than

doubled during these years partly as a result of speculation only to drop

to a prerailroadpre lowrailroad in 188018901880 as1890 the farmers discovered they could

run a smaller irrigated farm more efficiently than

a larger one land values more than tripled during the immediate post

railroad decade as did the value of implements and machinery which

became more easily attainable production on these farms was also on

the increase table 5 p 64

agricultural activities in 1869

irrigated cereal grains and vegetables

cereal grains continued to dominate the economy of the mormon

oasis in the year of the golden spike utah produced nearly 600 000

bushels of wheat in the summer of 1869 a feat exceeded only by california

and oregon in the western states and territories corn oats and barley

trough p 47

commerically oriented

Ore boningonin
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TABLE 5

INCREASED production
OF PRINCIPAL CROPS IN UTAH 185018901850 a1890

year
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were also important prerailroad products the growing of flax had been

almost completely abandoned by 1869 although the utah valleys had pro-

duced 4 343 pounds of this product in 1860 in the pre sugar beet days of

1869 utah produced 67446 gallons of sorghum molasses the irish

potato was the only important vegetable crop in 1869 and it remained for
Q

the postrailroadpost erarailroad to develop utahs presentlucrativepresent vegetablelucrative industry 7

wet lands

the map p 54 of irrigated land along the wasatch front also shows

portions of the oasis that were not irrigated or cultivated in 1869 these

are the wet lands see p 32 chapter I1 that were taken out of use early in

the pioneer period because of the rising ground water table and the high

degree of mineralization caused by irrigation in the higher portions of the

valleys these lands consisting mostly of saltgrasssalt swampsgrass or sage flats

were mostly located on the margins of great salt lake or utah lake the

wet lands did not go unused they served as the winter grazing grounds for

numerous sheep and summer pasturage for cattle and horses the practice

of moving the herds of sheep from a valley winter range to a mountain

summer range transhumance was adopted by the mormon settlers after

only two winters in the wasatch front As the number of sheep increased

the practice grew into a tremendous semiannualsemi migrationannual of animals in

the fall of 1869 utah stockmen brought 59 672 sheep down from the summer

range in the mountains from which 109 018 pounds of wool were removed

bid

pre railroad

presugar

67 446
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the following spring the market for animal products provided by the

railroad brought a tremendous upswing in livestock in the wasatch oasis

utah neat cattle population soared to 190934 in 1870 10

orchard products

the story of the rise of orchard products in utah is no less spec-

tacular than that of livestock orcharding had a much slower start the

first settlers in the salt lake valley did not attempt to grow fruit trees in

the early years early experiments were not successful as spring frosts

destroyed a high percentage of the fruit before it had a chance to mature

many easterners and foreign immigrants were not convinced that fruit

such as applesappleappie peaches pears apricots and prunes could not be grown

successfully and by 1860 fruit trees were being grown high on the slopes

of the fans and welldrainedwell topsdrained of the deltas or benches these were

areas of air drainage and the late frosts were much less likely to occur

here than in the lower parts of the valleys revenue from orchard products

went from none in 1850 to a modest 9 281 in 1860 and an encouraging

43938 in 187011

nonirrigatednon agricultureirrigated

because of the apparent success of irrigated agriculture I1 think it

is fair to conclude that very few people in utah had given any serious

consideration to farming without irrigation some farmers however had

10.10loioibid

11 ibid

utahs

s

likelyto

43 938 1870 11
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succeeded in bringing in a crop without the provision of surface water

while many areas along the wasatch front were underlain by ground water

that could be brought to the surface by wells map 11 most of these

localities were naturally irrigated by subsurfacesub watersurface but in others

actual experiments in scientific dry farming were being conducted

G K gilbert made these observations in 187618771876

the

1877

general rule that agricultureagricuagrico initure utah is dependent
on artificial irrigation finds exception in two ways first there
are some localities naturally irrigated and second there is
at least one locality of which the local climate permits dry
farming

along the low banks of many streams there are fertile
strips of land the soil is in every case of a porous nature
and water from the stream percolates laterally and rises
to the roots of the plants nearly all such lands are flooded
in springtime and they are usually devoted to hay as an
exclusive crop but some of them are above ordinary floods
and are suited for other uses it rarely happens however
that they are farmed without some irrigation for the reason
that the use of the convenient water renders the harvest more

i
secure and abundant

gilbert went on to explain that sometimes subterranean waters with no

seeming connection with surface streams could create the same effect

he pointed out that there are two areas in utah that seem to be irrigated

naturally in this way the first is at the western base of the wasatch

mountains in a narrow strip eighteen miles in length when this strip

has been irrigated by surface waters the ordinary yield was two or three

times that obtained without artificial irrigation nevertheless a farmer

could extract a living from this soil without irrigating A similiarmiliarsimiliansi but

powell p 77

s e cure 12

COuld
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narrower belt of land lies at the eastern base of the promontory range

and a few others have been found in at least one case gilbert noted an

area where the local climate seemed to be suited to dry farming

there is one region where natural irrigation is
out of the question but where crops have nevertheless
been secured bear river city was founded by a company
of danes who brought the water of the malade river to
irrigate their fields after repeated experiment they
became satisfied that the water was so brackish as to be
injurious instead of beneficial and ceased to use it and
for a number of years they have obtained a meager sub-
sistence by dry farming A district lying south of ogden
and east of great salt lake and known astheasithealthe sand ridgeridgelridger
has recently been brought in use and in 1876 and 1877 winter
wheat was harvested with a yield variously reported as
from 10 to 15 bushels per acre success has been
restricted to the line of valleys which lie at the western
base of the wasatch mountains and near the great salt
lake 13

most of the successful attempts at true dry farming however date from

the post railroad era

the agricultural pattern in the wasatch valleys in 1869

utah lake basin

all of the communities in utah valley in 1869 were located along

the streams that issue forth from the wasatch and flow westward into

utah lake near the lake were the wet lands which in this area were suit-

able for pasture extending from one mile on the north to four miles away

from the lake on the south no permanent stream issues from the lake

mountains to the west of utah lake so the lands on that side of the valley

ibid p 38

0
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lay empty and barren the eastern portion of the valley blessed with

large benches and fans constituted the most productive agricultural

land of the territory to the north and south of the largest community

14provo pop 2384 were the substantial settlements of utah valleys

fertile crescent this area accounted for 26 percent of the value of

farm productions in the entire territory while having only 13 percent of

the population the provo bench even at this early date was dotted with

producing fruit trees and farmers from this area sold 18000 worth of

1 5apples pears apricots peaches and cherries in the fall of 1869

large numbers of sheep milk cows and beef cattle grazed the farms and

the bottomlandsbottom nearlands the lake the utah valley farmers also owned

ZO20 percent of utahs horses and onethirdone ofthird the swine in the north and

south centering around american fork and spanish fork respectively were

the great springwheatspring fieldswheat of utah valley which produced 129 000

bushels in 1869 in addition to large quantities of oats and barley over

onethirdone ofthird utahs corn was produced in the valley while the area was

also outstanding in production of potatoes wool dairy products and hay

in 1869 25 586 gallons of sorghum molasses were produced on utah

valley farms foreshadowing the days forty years hence when sugar

produced from beets would become a major industry of the valley

jordan river and salt lake

the salt lake valley had been the early leader in agricultural

ibid

ninth census productions of agriculture

z3841 4
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production in utah territory but by 1869 salt lake county stood in

fifth place among utahs counties in total value of agricultural production

market gardens and orchards were beginning to be established to feed the

18 000 residents of the valley most of whom dwelled in the mormon

capital beef dairy cattle and swine were raised in the jordan valley

while the slopes to the south and west were brought into production of wheat

some corn was grown near the city along with peas beans and potatoes

most of the western and southern portions of the valley remained barren

because of the lack of irrigation water streams from the oquirrh

mountains to the west were scant in volume and the great irrigation canals

to divert water at the jordan narrows were still in the planning stage the

northwestern sector of salt lake valley remained empty and barren with

a high water table resting beneath the salt grass or salt flats

north of the salt lake valley between the salt lake basin and the

weber basin was the narrow stretch of land of davis county located

between the great salt lake on the west and the wasatch range on the east

this strip of rich farmland was relatively close to the urban concentration

of salt lake city davis county was the marketgardening area of the

wasatch front in 1869 producing over 50 percent of all marketgardenmarket

products

garden

in the territory in addition orchard products were making good

progress on the alluvial fans of the davis strip

weberogdenweber basinogden

the city of ogden pop 3127 was the only major settlement in

ninth census compendium

16 ii n
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this basin that was located close to the wasatch mountains see p 45

out on the plain south and west of ogden was the second largest concentra-

tion of cultivated land in the oasis here spring wheat corn and barley

were grown and the milk cow was the principal stock animal the concen-

tration of wheat and the availability of transportation foreshadowed the

growth of the flourmilling industry which at this time was second to

provo in the territory northeast of ogden was a great alluvial fan

which the settlers had found too rocky and steep for crops in 1869 this

fan began to be used for orchards

lower bear river basin

many of the early mormon settlers had been attracted to the grassy

meadows of cache valley or the welldrainedwell slopesdrained near the mouth of the

bear river by 1869 twentythreetwenty substantialthree farming communities had been

established in these locales

the largest settlement in cache valley was logan pop 1757

while several smaller communities were clustered around the rim of the

valley in the center of the valley the bear river and its tributaries

meandered back and forth across a lowlyinglow grassylying plain in the winter

over 3 000 sheep occupied the grass lands along with nearly 800 milk cows

and 400 horses on the slopes above the valley center there were no

orchards or forests but fields of spring wheat oats and corn occupied the

ibid

flour milling
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welldrainedwell landsdrained wheat wool and butter were the outstanding

agricultural products of the valley
18brigham city pop 1315 was the center of early agricultural

activities near the mouth of the bear river the fans and terraces near

the mountain front north and south of brigham city were spread with fields

of spring wheat winter wheat potatoes barley and corn very little hay

was grown in the northern end of the wasatch oasis in 1869 but sheep and

cattle were kept on the grasslands near the meandering bear riverrivers

terminus tremontontremontinTre andmonton garland were chiefly stock and dairy locales

producingoducingeducing butterbutte and some cheese northward along the malade river

nearly 400 acres of dryfarmeddry wheatfarmed were grown yields however were

poor and the risk of drought great

A contemporary description

the deseret agricultural and manufacturing society
reported in 1868 an expenditure for irrigation in one year
of 246938 number of acres irrigated 93799 the
acreage of utah crops is given as follows in cereals
80518 acreasacres sorghum 1817 acres root crops 6839 acres
cotton 166 acres meadows 29876 acres apple orchards 906
acres peach orchards 1011ioli grapesgrape 75 acres currents
195 acres a canal in course of construction by a stock
company is to connect utah lake and salt lake for purposes
of irrigation and mill power

the salt lake basin utah when settled by the mormons
22 years ago was a waste of sand and sagebrush but through
irrigation and cultivation the soil of a large part of the valley
has already been made equal in produtivenessproductiveness to the richest
lands of the more eastern states reverend dr prime

ibid

pr r
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of new york who has recently traversed that region speaks
of passing through 35 miles of cultivated fields presenting the
most beautiful crops of wheat as a staple production ripening
to harvest without a single drop of rain the strong grains
were so bright that they shown like silver in the sun light
As exceptional instances he learned that one acre had produced
a crop of 93 bushels of wheat and that 900 bushels had been
grown on ten acres the result of extreme care and planning
irrigation manuring and cultivation salt lake city which
had neither tree or shrub when first settled by the mormonscormonsMor
is

mons
now by the aid of its system of irrigation adorned with great

numbers of locust and cottonwood trees the former raised from
the seed the latter transplanted from the mountain canyons
every street has its stream of water and every garden in the
town is regularly watered under the direction of commissioners 19

the wasatch front farming communities were responsible for the

greater part of utahs economic growth the closeknitclose unitsknit of social

religious political and economic integration accomplished the miracle

of the blossoming of the desert as no other entity could have done

if a visitor to the wasatch oasis had stopped in 1869 in one of these

mormon communities he would have seen much that was unlike the towns

and villages of contemporary america the next chapter will examine

some of the institutions that made these communities unique

19 US department of agriculture annual report 1869 ppap 431432431 432
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CHAPTERIVCHAPTER IV

THE WASATCH communities

the pattern of agricultural settlement along the wasatch front was

unique in the west frontier settlement of the middlewestmiddle andwest the high

plains resulted in scattered farm dwellings while pacific coastal settle-

ments were spread around harbors or along trade routes but the pattern

of settlement insisted on by brighambybrigham young and the other church leaders

resulted in a series of compact villages their reasons for the establish-

ment of this pattern were several 1 clustered manpower provided pro-

tection against indian raids 2 the economic burden of utilizing a restricted

physical environment was more easily carried 3 a cooperative spirit aimed

at individual growth and social cohesion was developed in addition many

of the settlers were from an urban tradition either in the villages of the

eastern seaboard or in europe

in addition to having a unique form and pattern of location the

functional aspect of the mormon villages was also rather unusual in the

contemporary west each original settlement functioned as an almost

entirely independent unit providing for most of the social economic

religious and cultural needs of its citizens manufacturing and trade

were launched upon by many of the communities as a cooperative effort of

all of their members the towns were cosmopolitan germans dutch

75
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swedes scots english and irish all lived sidebysideside inby theside city blocks

in addition farmers bankers tradesmen teachers all lived together

in the same compact society and often shared the same wealth

by 1869 however many of these villages were trading extensively

with each other more efficient communications better roads mining

activities were all serving to bring these settlements out of their insular

state the coming of the transcontinental railroad further helped bring

these towns into the network of world commerce

locational pattern of wasatch front villages

As has been mentioned in previous chapters the first villages of

utah were located close to the wasatch front to take advantage of irrigation

water rich welldrainedwell soilsdrained and thermal conditions adequate for a

productive agriculture the process of locating these villages along

streams in welldrainedwell benchdrained lands resulted in a settlement about every

five miles north and south along the western base of the wasatch mountains

of the twentysixtwenty townssix listed on table 6 only four are not located adjacent

to a stream and none are more than ten miles from the nearest neighbor

village

form of the settlements

the mormon towns characteristically had wide streets running east

west and north south large city blocks of up to ten acres a central

trans continental

11 squaresquare111squaresquared or1 park and a civic center and usually a tabernacle or church

block see map 12 no break in the grid pattern of these towns was effected
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TABLE 6

THE population OF communities
ALONG THE WASATCH FRONT IN 1870a1870

richmond

smithfield

logan

hyrum

bear river city

brigham city

corrine

willard

north ogden

ogden

plain city

bountiful

centervilleCent

817

erville

744

1756

708

289

1315

783

552

683

3127

440

1517

544

farmington

kaysvillewaysvilleKays

salt

ville

lake city

alpine

american fork

lehi

pleasant grove

provo

springvilleSpring

spanish

ville

fork

pond town

payson

santaquinSan

976

taquin

1422

12854

208

1115

1058

930

2384

1661

1450

353

1436

602goz

aaninthaninchninth census compendium

payson
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until the railroad was completed through them even then the rails were

usually bent to conform to the pattern of the streets

distribution of property

to understand the distribution of property in the mormon communi-

ties it is necessary to examine the intent of the mormon leader brigham

young he designed that every man should be a land owner and no one a

tenant he also personally directed the colonization of each settlement

by choosing the leaders or bishopricsbishoprickbish toldoprics how many settlers should go

where they should go when they should go what equipment they should

take with them and even what crops they should grow after the first

few years he was guided by the experience of his bishops in the settling

of new colonies by this method young succeeded in virtually eliminating

the trial and error method of settling separate colonies the resulting

mormon philosophy was usually welladaptedwell toadapted prevailing conditions

had utah valleys grassland for instance been settled by other peoples

they would likely have founded a ranching economy based chiefly on the

grazing of beef cattle they might not thavehave considered how quickly the

clump grass would disappear through overgrazingover andgrazing drought it is

doubtful that concentrated permanent settlement in the area would have

been successful without the intensive irrigated agriculture that the

mormons established

under the inspiration and guidance of their great leader the mormons

were assigned property in the villages as follows

nothaveno
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brigham young recognized immediatelymediately the new property
value acquired by water in irrigationbasedirrigation communitiesbased he
realized that the land was valueless without the water and that
with the limited supply of the latter the land would have to be
held in small parcels to be utilized efficiently for irrigation
agriculture required intensive tillage he therefore divided the
land so that each person got only as much as he could faithfully
cultivate to professional and business men he gave lots
averaging one and onefourthone acresfourth near the center of town to
mechanics and artisans he allotted plots of five acres a little
farther out and to farmers he assigned the ten twenty and
sixty acre tracts in the country the amount depending on the
size of the family thus the division of land values was
remarkably even for what one man lacked in the area of his
portion he gained by its location by this means he estab-
lished settlements on the available streams and preemptedpre atempted
an early date most of the territory occupied in the oasis today i

variations in size

all of the settlements along the wasatch front in 1869 displayed

roughly the same form and property organization as stated above the

chief differences between the villages were related to size size of streets

varied from four to eight rods in width and size of blocks varied from

four to ten acres the limiting factor in the size of the settlements was

the ability of the natural environment to support the people in their

irrigationbasedirrigation economicbased organization of course the amount of

flat or gentlyslopinggently landsloping often had a great influence on the size of blocks

and the width of streets and the water supply helped determine the size of

the farms

functions of settlements

the wasatch oasis towns of 1869 showed greatest variety in their

C langdon white the salt lake oasisoasis1 journal of geography
vol 27 ppap 101110 192511

im

1
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functions even here however most of the functions were similar andandiandl

directed to the same ends

religious

in 1869 each community of over 300 people had its own congregation

and most of them had built their own chapel some of the larger towns had

several congregations or wards each with a bishop at the head at

intervals along the wasatch front towns were organized in groups of

six to twelve wards this ecclesiastical organization of communities

was known as a stake and the most successful of the towns was usually

chosen as the stake center here a building tabernacle was constructed

with facilities for general meetings of all the members of the stake A stake

president was selected to preside over the group which met in special

conference every three months naturally being a stake center further

improved the position of a community the most successful were usually

chosen and the chosen ones became more successful partly as a result

of their stake function stake centers along the wasatch front in 1869

were logan brigham city ogden salt lake city four stakes in 1869

and provo

social

the social growth of its members has always been one of the ear-

marks of the mormon church in the villages the auxiliary organizations

provided dances plays songfests sports lectures and organized classes

to further the social growth of their members today the church has

ses
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achieved world renown for these activities in the larger towns attempts

were made to bring in talented performers from the east but the limited

funds of the settlers in 1869 prevented much of this activity until a later

date

dormitory

As has been mentioned earlier nearly all of the settlers of the

wasatch front lived in these villages the farmers slept there by night

and traveled to the surrounding fields to work during the day the activity

of hostile indians provided an early incentive to live in villages by

1869 this hazard was largely removed see footnote 3 p 57 but the farmers

remained in the towns the desert was all around them and as langdon

white expressed it ononno restless pioneer pushed out singlehandedsingle intohanded the

desert wilderness for under the restrictive conditions imposed by nature
a

only a compact cooperative society could prosper

economic

the economic life of the mormon settlers was also very similar from

village to village however by 1869 there began to be enough variety for

the villages readily to be classified by their economic functions table 7

nonagricultural activities of settlements

table 7 is an expression of the principal functions of the wasatch

ibid p 11

no

112

non- agricultural
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TABLE 7

functional classification
OF WASATCH FRONT VILLAGES 1869

city functions city functions city functions

richmond A gb

smithfield A g

logan D CS A G R

hyrum A G d

bear river city G a

paradise G

brigham city CS R m a

corrine trw
willard A

north ogden A

ogden CS T M R D 0

plain city G a

bountiful A

centervilleCent Aerville G

farmington CS A g d

kaysvillewaysvilleKays Gville a d

salt lake city CS T 0
R W M G

bingham 0r
gor
go

tooelethoele

draper

alpine A 0

american fork A 0 r

lehi A G d

pleasant grove A

provo R M G CS A
d t

springvilleSpring Aville g t

spanish fork A d g r 0

pond town A g

payson ag r

santaquinSan Ataquin 0

afactors determining functional code CS county seat R retail
business center A agricultural center crops G grazing
industry wool meat W wholesale M manufacturing and
milling D dairy T transportation center 00 mining center

caps principal function lower case secondary function

do csycasy As

gy

B r1

to row

go

As

CSs at go

go

to
ro wo

0 r

go 0 r

go 0

As go

mt cs2t t
do

go

As go

b

ar
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front communities while the original agricultural function of these

towns and villages was still dominant at this date some of the larger

communities were engaged in diverse nonagricultural activities among

these activities that can be listed as nonagriculturalagricultural are business and

trade transportation manufacturing and mining

business and trade

business life flourished in these towns even before the coming of

the locomotive A description of brigham city utah written in 1874 tells

much of the concentration of activities in this county seat of box elder

county and is taken as typical of conditions just prior to the arrival of the

railroad

brigham city is one of the handsomest and best
situated little towns in the territory occupying a portion of
the bench land east of great salt lake and near the mouth
of box elder and wellsville canyon it is embowered in shade
and fruit trees and in the late spring or through the summer
and early autumn presents a very beautiful appearance it
has one hotel colonel chester loveland proprietor and the
principal business of the place is done upon the operativecooperativeco
plan the brigham city cooperativeco institutionoperative with 372
shareholdersshare andholders a paiduppaid capitalup of 120000 has a store
for general merchandise doing the largest business in the
place a woolen factory a tannery a boot and shoe factory
a blacksmith and wagon department a meat market a dairy
farm where a large quantity of butter and cheese is made
for home consumption and exportation a cattle herd a
sheep herd two saw mills and one shingle lathe and picket
mill all in successful operation the institution is managed
by a president and a board of seven directors elected annually
by the directors over each department there is a superintendent
who has the immediate oversight of it in brigham city there
are also two furniture factories

3
edward L sloan ed

non

120 000ooo

3

non- agricultural
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the operativecooperativeco mentioned and many others like it along the wasatch

front were all patterned after the original zions cooperativeco merchanoperative

tile institution founded by brigham young in salt lake city in 1869 4

the city of provo boasted two architects six attorneys two

bakeries five blacksmith shops two boarding houses three butchers a

cooper a drug store three flour mills a cooperative department store

a furniture manufacturer two clothing stores three groceries three

hotels two surveyors two lumber and coal dealers a musical merchan-

dise store three notaries public four painters a paper hanger three

physicians a potter two provisionersprovision two saddle and harness makers

three saloons a billiards two tailors a telegraph office a tinware and

metal roofing shop a wagon shop and a watch maker

one might ask where the pioneers found the necessary skills to

run blacksmith shops dairy farms woolen factories tanneriescanneriestann shoeeries

factories meat markets saw mills flouring mills and lathes table 8

gives some of the characteristics of the population in utah in 1869 many

of the original emigrants were artisans rather than farmers and the

numerous foreign immigrants in the wasatch front communities further

added to the diversified character of local skills education and back-

grounds the great welding force of course was the church

4
Z C M I1 as it came to be called is stilltill in existence today as

are many other of the coopsco ops eg chipmans cooperativeco merchanoperative
tile is still the commercial hub of american fork utah today in the
case of the parent store the cooperativecogo aspectoperative ofI1 the business no longer
exists

5
sloan p 84
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TABLE 8

SOME characteristics
OF THE population OF UTAH IN 1869a

china

denmark

france

germany

great britain

holland

norway

so europe

sweden

switzerland

446

4957

63

358

20772

122

613

78

1790

509

PLACE OF BIR

austria

belgium

bohemia

british america

hungary

mexico

poland

russia

west indies

total for born

FH

4

2

3

687

1

8

11

13

3

30702

illinoisillinoi

iowa

massachusetts

missouri

new york

ohioohiohl
pennsylvania

territories

utah 41

total US born 56 084

2105

1492

492

908

2247

1133

1315

157

426

occupations

agriculturculter al
21517

trade & transport
1 665

professional & personal svcssacs
5317

mfgmag mechanical & mining
4 107

aninthaninch census of the US compendium

1869 a

s

0

30 702 U S

agricultural
21 517 52 317

transport
lj665 ap4p
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trade between the communities in the prerailroadpre erarailroad was

relatively light this was a reflection not only of the difficulties of

transportation and great distances involved but also of the internal self

sufficiency of these communities the driving of the golden spike at

promontoryromontorypromontory was a significant event in the development of trade and

manufacturing in utah the mormons completed trunk lines running

the length of the wasatch front within nine years following that event

and even in 1874 the locomotives could travel south to american fork

and north to brigham city the total value of manufactured products

doubled with the population in the decade 186018701860 but1870 in the post

railroad years of 187018801870 due1880 mostly to the coming of the railroad

and the completion of the trunk lines manufactures doubled again while

the population increased by only 65 percent see table 9

manufacturing in 1869

the leading manufacturing industry in the wasatch settlements of

1869 flour milling and grist mill products had a very great connection

with both the water and the land this industry produced 27 percent of

utahs manufactured products and owned nearly half of all of the manu-

facturing materials second in importance interestingly enough was the

sawing of lumber while not far behind was the production of woolen goods

the wasatch front had 74 4 percent of the territoryterritorys manufacturing

ninth census of US compendium

communities

6

6ninth

fac turing

romontory
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establishments in 1870 and produced 80 percent of her manufactured goods

the largest woolen mill was at provo this mill was established in 1858

and went into full operation in four new buildings in 1870 the following

description written in 1874 will serve to demonstrate the progress of the

woolen industry to that date

the provo woolen mills is a notable feature of the city
being the largest establishment of the kind in the west the
buildings number four one 140 x 60 feet four stories high
one 130 x 30 feet two and a half stories high one 70 x 30 feet
and one 60 x 30 feet there are in the mills four mules

spinningfspinning machinesjmachinesmachine with 3 240 spindles machinery for
carding dyeing and preparing 2 000 ibslbs of wool per day
and a hundred and fifteen looms broad and narrow which
turn out superior fabrics two hundred and ten thousand
dollars is the amount invested in this enterprise which is
conducted on the cooperative principal

provo also had three flour mills located within the limits of the city while

ogden destined to become a leading milling center in the west had only

two once again the coming of the pacific railroad to ogden brought on

a phenomenal growth not only as a milling center but also as a trade and

transportation hub salt lake city which was the population center of

the wasatch front and was connected by the utah northern railroadrailrow with

ogden and the pacific railroad in 1870 remained the leading manufacturing

center of utah in the postrailroadpost erarailroad the city of the saints with

only 17617.6 percent of the population produced 26 percent of all manufactured

goods in the territory in 1880 and accounted for nearly half of the manu-

facturing of the wasatch front other leading manufacturing cities along

loan ppap 959695 96

7

17 6

fac turing

176
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the front were brighamBrig cityharn bountiful kaysvillewaysvilleKays lehiville springvilleSpring

and

ville

payson attempts in 1862 to establish a beetsugarbeet industrysugar at

salt lake city failedfaifal butleIleliel a quarter of a century later one of americas

first successful sugar beet factories was operating at lehi all of the

towns mentioned above were reached by trunk railroad connections by

the end of the first decade of the railroad era in utah

TABLE 9

manufacturing IN UTAH 1850188031850

year

18803

establishments wages paid value of materials value prod

1850 14 337381 291220

1860 148 231701 439512 900153

1870 533 395265 1238252 2343019

1880 640 858863 2561737 4324992

ninth census of the united states compendium

mining

effective transportation was the key to another important activity

in utah by 1869 most of utahs metallic mining districts had been dis-

covered although a variety of nonmetallicnon mineralsmetallic had been used by the
0

pioneers there were several challenging problems to the development of

8
in 1869 mines in summit county near coalvilleCo producedalville 5 500 tons

of bituminusbituminousbitu coalminus and the mormons had also developed some coal mines in
sanpete county

395

8
0

231 t 701 439 51 Z

265
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the ores containing metals

attitude of church leaders

initially the most important obstacle to the development of mining

industries was the official attitude of the church brigham young had

emphasized severely the need for the saints to rely on the land and not

seek speculative gain in addition there was a limited market for the metals

in the territory in 1869 and other markets lay far to the east or west

across vast stretches of deserts plains or mountains the chief problem

then as recognized by the mormon leaders was the need for cheap trans-

portation to distant areas because of these attitudes utah was unique in

the intermountaininter westmountain in developing first an agricultural economy and

secondarily her mining resources this is a reverse of the pattern followed

in colorado nevada idaho montana arizona and wyoming

expansion of mining activitieactivitiesactivities s

two developments of the 1860 helped break the unwritten embargo

on mining activities the first development was connected with the

activities of nonmormonsnon inmormons utah in the early years of the decade these

were chiefly soldiers stationed at camp floyd just south of the oquirrh

mountains in utah county or at camp douglas near salt lake city these

soldiers found rich deposits of silver lead and copper in the oquirrhs

and began explorations in the wasatch looking for precious metals

other nonmormonsnon inmormons the wasatch communities began to prospect the

mountains and set up mining claims

1860s

portation
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the second development was the completion of the pacific railroad

at the close of the decade after this event cheap transportation was

available in addition the rails provided a source for technological

knowledge and capital both of which were lacking and necessary for

the development of utahs mineral resources the coming of the railroad

brought a great expansion of mining activity in utah see table 10 not

only by the nonmormonsnon butmormons also by the church itself

when a solid agricultural foundation had been laid
brigham young could also see that utahs possibilities in
farming and livestock were limited by lack of water that
only a small portion of the statesstatedstatem surface could be culti-
vated he recognized lt7hat7zjhat7 itif utah were to grow and
prosper it must produce the raw materials of industry
accordingly in 1873 he wrote the editor of the new york
herald calling attention to utahs natural resources and
inviting eastern capital to enter the territory and provide
the means for establishment of mining and manufacturing
enterprises

under church auspices the coal mines in summit county were developed

for the benefit of the saints and later coal explorations in now productive

carbon and emery counties were begun by the church

the territorial legislature in 1854 offered a reward
of 1 000 for the first discovery of coal near salt lake city
this mineral had been found in 184918501849 near1850 the little town
of wales in sanpete county but the transportation problem
prevented utilization in the salt lake city area the reward
failed to bring results until 1863 when summit countys first
mine was opened at coalvilleCo andalville coal was sold to the people
of salt lake valley at 40 00 per ton the winter quarters mine
first to open in what is now carbon county began operations in
1878 10

Q

utah mining assocalsoc utahs mining industry salt lake city utah
1955 p 5

ibid

9
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the mormon settlers developed the iron mines near cedar city in

southwestern utah with their rich deposits of magnetite ore

As early as 1849501849 an50 exploration party headed by
parley P pratt discovered iron ore near cedar city A
crude foundry was built and operated for a short time in
1852531852 1153

meanwhile other interests began to bring gold silver iron copper

lead and antimony from the northern utah mountains the first organized

mining district was the west mountain district in 1863 but with the

completion of the great overlandover railroadland and the utah trunk lines

prospecting11prospecting was generally entered upon and districts were organized as

the discoveries warranted them 1

A description of one of the early utah mining towns shows a striking

contrast to the mormon valley townstowns1townsa

the mining town of the district lewiston centrally
located near the summit of the oquirrh range contains a post

7 I1

office one store two saloons a meat market and a good hotel

fate of mining towns

most of these mining towns have been abandoned and are the ghost

towns of the oquirrh and wasatch mountains such abandoned towns are

ophir mercur diamond and silver city other towns such as bingham

have been moved down the canyons and occupy areas near the edge of the

12present site of the worlds largest openpitopen copperpit mine at bingham
utah

13
sloan p 112liz

ibid p 119

ibid

explorationparty

12

13

14

14

11

11 Z
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TABLE 10

A SUMMARY OF UTAH MINING DISTRICTS 1874a

district location date organized principal ores

adams 7 mi NE of salt
lake city

american fork american fork canyon

camp floyd

clifton

columbia

S oquirrhs near
fairfield

75 mi SW of salt
lake city

S W utah county

little cottonwood east of salt lake
valley near alta

big cottonwood 25 mi SE of salt
lake city

1873

1871

1870

1870

1872

1868

1868

lead antimony
silver

lead silver
gold

silver antimony
copper cinnabar

lead silver
gold copper

lead iron

silver lead
gold

silver lead

lucin

new foundlandFound

ohio

land

ophir

parley park

rush valley

140 mi west of corinne

80 mi NW grantsvilleGrants 1873ville

6 mi south marysvaleMarys 1868vale
200 mi south SLC

56 mi south SLC 1870
near ophir

30 east SLC near
park city

west of SLC 1864
near stockton

lead iron
copper
copper silver
gold lead iron

silver gold

silvesilverslivesliver r antim ony
lead copper

lead silver
gold

lead silver
copper

N E

S W

SW

25mi

N W

antimony

s
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TABLE 10 continued

district location date organized principal ores

star

nebo

tinticgintic

draper

hot springs

island

ogden junction

pinto

snake creek

214 mi SW SLC
beaver county

85 mi south SLC

so utah county
near eureka

west mountain bingham canyon

no east of american
fork

no east of SLC

fremont island

iron county near
cedar city

west of heber city

1873 copper silver
lead platinum

1869 lead

1869 copper silver
gold lead anti-
mony arsenic
native copper

1863 copper lead
silver gold

1872 copper silver
iron

1870 silver iron

1871 copper silver

1871 iron zinc
antimony

iron zinc
silver coal

copper

a compiled fromfrob sloan ppap 9211992

we st

acompiled fromrob 9 Z
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valleys while others such as park city and alta have been converted

into prosperous recreational centers

by 1869 utah was well on her way to taking good advantage of her

natural resources water soil timber nonmetallicnon mineralsmetallic and finally

precious and industrial metals the railroad provided the ballast for the

longsoughtlong economicsought stability of the mormon empire at the foot of the

wasatch mountains

transportation and communications

transportation

there were good roads in utah even before the railroads came

the old spanish trail between santa fe and california ran through utah

and a division of it passed through the southern part of the wasatch front

descending spanish fork canyon to utah valley it was from this point

southwestward that a great road was built by the mormons to facilitate

trade between the communities of utah and southern california the

merchants of salt lake city often had their freight come by ship to san

bernardino from where it was carried by wagon to salt lake city many

of the cattle and sheep on wasatch front farms and ranches in 1869 had

come along this road from southern california state street in salt lake

city was the northern end of a great road that ran southward through utah

valley to nephi and on into sanpete valley this was the main artery of

commerce before the completion of the railroad and continued to be used

for local transportation in the postrailroadpost erarailroad
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after 1849 the great overland trail came through utah and a road

was established east and west from salt lake city before 1869 most

of utahs supplies came over this road with immigrant trains and later on

the great freight and stage lines of the 1860s18601s freight supply lines ran
15

northward from salt lake city to the mining camps of idaho and montana

there is no question however that the railroad brought the greatest

progress in trade and transportation to the wasatch front during the

month of june 1855 the deseret news ran this interesting advertisement

the subscriber begs leave to inform the citizens of utah
that the united states mail coach for passengersssengers and parcels
will leave hawkins hotel in great salt lake city every thursday
at 600goo A M and arrive at manti every monday at 600goo A M
and will arrive at great salt lake city every wednesday at 600
PM passengers or parcels will be carried on reasonable
terms

As indicated it took fiftyfourfifty hoursfour to complete a trip between manti and

salt lake city before the railroad came after the locomotives arrived

in the wasatch front a passenger could come from san francisco to

salt lake city in less time than it took to come from manti

communications

in 1869 the problem of communications between utah and the east

was greatly alleviated as the rails carried the US mail into the terri-

tory previous to this the transcontinental telegraph was the only

effective rapid link between the territory and the population centers of

levi edgar young chief episodes in the history of utautah chicago
the lakeside press 1912 p 363736 37

the deseret news salt lake city june 1855

pa iss engers

6 0 0 ar rive eve ry 6 0 0
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16
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trans continental
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the east upon the completion of the continentspanning telegraph line at

salt lake city in 1861 the mormons organized the deseret telegraph company

for the purpose of establishing more effective communication between their

own settlements as well as between those settlements and the outside world

the civil war prevented receipt of the necessary equipment to operate a

17
local telegraph system until 1866 but by december of that year the

telegraph lines had been stretched along the wasatch front and the telegraph

continued to operate in the postrailroadpost erarailroad the tapping of the keys of

the telegraph spelled doom for the famed pony express just as three

years later the blast of the locomotive whistle sounded the deathknelldeath ofknell

the overlandoverl stageanniarfiannl the wasatch front was caught right in the middle of

both activities and was the scene of the dramatic events which followed

thus the typical mormon society gained economic strength from the

events of late 1860s but became less easily identified as a unique entity

the fears of some that this greater integration into the worlds economic

and social patterns would undermine the strength and solidarity of mormon

ism proved to be unfounded in fact the events of the years surrounding

1869 marked the beginning of a new era of strength and respect for the

saints from the wasatch

this thesis has made no attempt to describe all of the physical and

cultural features of the wasatch front in 1869 nor has the scope of the

work been entirely limited to that year or to any boundriesfoundriesboun ratherdries I1

have tried to bring out some of those things that have made the wasatch

kate baird carter the story of telegraphy salt lake city utah
printing company 1961 p 19

continent spanning

17
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front unique from the irrigated agriculture to the stream flow and even

the mining it seems certain that the year 1869 because of the comple-

tion of the transcontinental railroad is a sort of datum point in the

development of the great mormon experiment in cooperative economics

in the final chapterchaptechacte will attempt to give a description of the

wasatch front in 1869 drawn from my background of research and

personal observation of the area

r I1 de s c riptionruption
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CHAPTER V

PANORAMA

THE SOUTHERN MARGINS

the old spanish trail the southwestern extension of which was called

the mormon trail in 1869 approached the wasatch front oasis from the

southwest from nephi northward a good graded road was maintained

by the territory the southern wasatch front actually began at a small

pass over some alluvial fans that stretched across the valley south of

santaquinSan intaquin 1869 this place was marked by the beginning of green fields

irrigated by streams draining the wasatch mountains to the east which

rise in an abrupt wall averaging 6 500 feet above the westward valleys

the santaquinSan areataquin was spread with fields of spring wheat indian corn

and potatoespotatoepotator

irrigation

the wasatch mountains carried a snow cap into july the waters

from the melting snows feeding the streams that flow westward from

the canyons into the oasis santaquinSan creektaquin and peteetneetPeteet creekneet were

two of these streams that were being diverted into irrigation canals in

1869 wiers were constructed across these creeks raising the water

100

s
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level so that it would flow into the two main canals that were situated

near the place where the waters left the mountains As the water in

these canals flowed toward the lower parts of the valley it was diverted

many times into lateral canals which were opened and closed to the flow

byiby headgateshead thegates laterals led past the farms of the irrigators where

other headgateshead sentgates water into individual ditches and down the furrows

in the potato wheat and corn fields this pattern was repeated many

times on the creeks and rivers flowing from the wasatch mountains

north of peteetneetPeteet creekneet was the spanish fork with its five main canals

thenithen hobble creek provo river battle creek american fork dry

creek jordan river big and little cottonwood creeks parleyparleys creek

mill creek weber river ogden river bear river malade river

little bear river blacksmith fork and logan river all were turned

onto the land of the wasatch front oasis

at west mountain directly north of santaquinSan aretaquin some of the

most striking lakecarvedlake terracescarved to be found in the great basin

here more than a dozen distinct lines can be identified making the

valley appear as a large reservoir drained of most of its water north

of this lone mountain is a large fresh water lake a remnant of lake

bonnevillevilie which in pleistocene times had overedcovered the whole valley

with as much as 1 000 feet of lake water and had created the terraces

of west mountain looking to the east the wasatch mountains also bear

strange markings of the ancient lake along the foot of the range some

1 000 feet above the valley floor there is a definite line which stretches

bonneville c
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to the north and south almost unbroken for the entire length of the range

this line is a waterworn terrace also and it is marked by fossil beaches

faceted spurs bars and deltasdeltasodelmaso across spanish fork toward springvilleSpring

the

ville

old road passes another unusual landform feature the usual alluvial

fans are relatively abundant along the slopes of the mountains but at

springvilleSpring isville found a large flattoppedflat benchtopped the feature is spread

out at the foot of a great canyon in semicircularsemi fashioncircular and is cut in

two by a stream valley this is evidence that the water that must have

filled this valley in some time past had remained for a very long time at

the level of this bench and that the stream coming from the great canyon

to the east had deposited a large delta in the still waters of that lake

other deltas at the same approximate level can be identified near sandy

salt lake city provoprow ogden brigham city and logan the largest

of these provo bench gives the name to the stage of the lake that stood

at that level for so long

springvillesprinailleSpringSpri

springvilleSpring

villenaille
aville thriving community was located at the base of the

delta first mentioned and took full advantage of several springs that

brought fresh water to the surface the waters of hobble creekgreek were

diverted down the slopes of a small alluvial fan to irrigate the fields

surrounding springvilleSpring inville many ways the town was very typical of the

mormon settlements along the wasatch no farm houses stood out among

the fields all farmers living in the village and traveling to their farms

each day to work the wide straight streets were laid out in a grid
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pattern based on the four points of the compass see map 13 the two

main streets one oriented northsouthnorth andsouth the other east west were

eight rods wide other streets were six rods or four rods across a-

round the town stood the remnants of an earthfillearth wallfill a testimony to

the indian wars especially to chief blackhawk whose braves were fin-

ally moved to the reservation in the uintah basin in 1867 the blocks

of the city were six acre rectangles and the lots were one acre each

provo

six miles north of springvilleSpring wasville provo the county seat of utah

county and the first settlement in the valley the population of provo

in 1869 was 2 384 and she was unquestionably the commercial core of

utah valley the most productive agricultural area in the territory

provo was located at the base of a large delta and was watered by the

provo or timpanogosTimpano river As well as an agricultural settlement

provo was an important commercial and industrial town the provo

times published daily in 1869 bore reports of the newlycompletednewly

construction

completed

of four new buildings to house the provo woolen mills A

wide range of other industries and services was available in provo in

this period including flour mills a variety of retail establishments

and the shops of artisans

provo bench

north of provo the old road climbed up on the provo bench largest

of the lacustrine deltas here and there young orchards dotted the flatandthere

gos
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topped bench and spring wheat and hay were grown on the rocky soils

to the west at the base of the bench were some of the finest pastures

of the oasis these were used for grazing of horses and milk and beef

cattle west of this the large shallow utah lake stretches nine miles

wide and thirty miles long the west side of the lake bore no resem-

blance to the eastern shore here sagebrush and bare desert soil ruled

the landscape no stream traverses the slopes of the lake mountains

and the orographic storms of the near wasatch areas seldom extend west

of the lake

jordan narrows

the road passed northward through stringtownString pleasanttown grove

american fork along the base of another flattoppedflat benchtopped between

american fork and lehi were the first evidences of railroad activity

in utah valley mormon elders called by the church were attempting

to grade the roadbedroad betweenbed salt lake city and american fork this

was to be the first leg of the utah southern railroad trunk line this

section was in operation by 187218723 progress on the road being impeded by

the lack of track and ties it took nearly three years for the rails to

reach american fork

north of lehi the road traveled beside thetiieti meanderingie jordan

river this river transports water from utah lake to the great salt

lake in a journey of fortythreeforty milesthree the valley is interrupted north

of lehi by an eastwesteast trendingwest range of mountains traverse range

through which is the northwardflowingnorthward jordanflowing river which cuts a deep

ee
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canyon commonly called the jordan narrows here workers were labor-

ing on one of the more ambitious projects of the territorys youth the

building of the salt lake and jordan canal harnessing the river was a

tough job considering the equipment the settlers had to work with and

building the highlinehigh canalline out into the heart of salt lake valley took

another nine years after 1869 farther downstream several smaller

canals diverted water to the lower parts of salt lake valley in this

area too were the work crews grading the railroad bed in preparation

for the day when the great pacific road would deliver the rails and hard-

ware necessary to complete the local trunk lines

SALT LAKE VALLEY

the salt lake valley was almost entirely surrounded by mountains

to the south the traverse range separated utah and salt lake valleys

to the west the oquirrhs flanked the valley and to the east were the majestic

wasatch mountains with their ancient lake terraces nestled in a nook

of the wasatch was the city of the saints salt lake city and beyond

the city the flat stretches of the great salt lake and the salt flats the

valley itself was a large plain the western half of which in 1869 seemed

as dry and sterile as the sevier desert 100 miles to the southwest lines

of cottonwood trees traced the paths of several streams entering the valley

from the east and watering its eastern slopes A few miles to the north-

east of the jordan narrows was a tremendous alluvial fan which stretched

halfwayhalf acrossway the valley from the wasatch mountains nearly to the

northward flowing jordan eastward from this fan was a large ushapedU shaped
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canyon which penetrated deeply into the wasatch range travelers along

the old road in 1869 probably did not guess that a great glacier one pushed

down this canyon to the floor of the valley further north along the moun

ains several other spectacular canyons cut eastward into the wasatch

located along the streams which gorged from these canyons were the

mormon communities surrounded by irrigation works cultivated land

and marked by the presence of poplars and cottonwoodscotton thesewoods com-

munities and farms followed almost exactly the same pattern as those

southward in utah valley

salt lake city

with a population in 1869 of 12 854 salt lake city was the largest

of the mormon towns it was also the religious political commercial

and cultural capital of the territory proceeding down the main street

of the city one might have heard water running down the street exam-

ination would have shown that both sides of the street were lined with ir-

rigation ditches used even at night the streets were wide and laid

out in the typical grid pattern of the mormon cities in 1869 there were

many impressive buildings in the city many of them were religious

edifices but commercial and manufacturing structuresstructure were also pre-

sent in the central square of the city there was a large ovalshapedoval

tabernacle

shaped

under construction and the foundation stones of solid granite

for a huge rectangular temple had been placed

s

the re

muni ties
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DAVIS COUNTY

north of salt lake city and close to the mountains were some hot

springs from a hill above these springs one could look out upon the

great salt lake which was not easily visible from the city the lake

seemed to extend unendingly to the northwest and came very close to the

wasatch mountain front at a point just north of the warm springs well

worn shorelines were lacking evidence that the lake was at a period of

high watewater

in davis county along a cultivated valley between the lake and the

wasatch mountains was an interesting pattern of land use the lands

closer to the lake were too wet for cultivation and were used for pasture

the lands close to the mountains were cultivated and irrigated and sup-

ported a variety of crops including corn wheat irish potatoes and beans

on the edge of the plain was an area that was being dry farmed on the

fans and foothills farther up the mountain slopes were orchards of pears

apricots cherries apples peaches and prunes some of whichwerewhich

still

were

small trees having been imported from california and the east

the mountain faces themselves supported greasewood scrub oak and a

variety of grasses with very little timber in evidence on the westward

facing slopes large herds of sheep were moved from their winter

range in the valley to a mountain range for the summer with the melt-

ing of winter snows the herds were quickly moved into the high pastures

of the wasatch

r
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ogden

farther north was the city of ogden which in 1869 was the scene

of great excitement about the transcontinental railroad the iron rails

of the union pacific stretched through the city and the company had com-

pleted work to an area beyond the advanced camp at corinne at the same

time the rails from the west were approaching promontory A gala cele-

bration had been planned for the joining of the rails flood damage to the

rail bed in weber canyon had occurred in april but had been repaired

and the rails were ready for the may loth joining at promontory

THE NORTHERN MARGINS

box elder county

the road followed the rails for a great distance north of ogden

skirting a large fan just north of that city to the west was a large flat

plain covered mostly by salt grass swamp and seemingly unfit for culti-

vation beyond this area were the waters of the great salt lake to

the north was another area where the lake stood very close to the base

of the wasatch mountains to the west across bear river bay were

the mountains of promontory point at the apex of another alluvial fan

which rested at the base of a steep rugged limestone canyon and dipped

gently into the lake the road dropped toward another valley with several

small settlements strung out along the base of the mountains to the

northwest was the tip of willard bay of the great salt lake which is a

dikedbiked reservoir today skirting the bay in 1869 the union pacific rails

disappeared westward into the distant wilderness and an historic meeting
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with destiny A large river meandered toward the bay from the north

at the foot of the hill as the road descended into the valley were the tree

lined streets of brigham city which was located on a bench at the mouth

of two canyons

the bear river

A few miles north of brigham city the road intersected bear river

on the left bank of the river a tributary stream wound across the valley

some distance up this tributary could be seen the dry farms which would

make the malade region famous further along the road the valley of the

bear river became more deeply incised into the plain the nature of

this valley aroused speculation among many that a great dam could be

constructed here to arrest the waters of the bear river for irrigation

flood control and power production this dam was never built near

this point was a large canal which rounded the north end ofd the wasatch

front and varied from eight to ten feet in width the bear river canal

was brought to irrigate the region around brigham city and was one of

the most impressive engineering works of the area

ascending a hill the road afforded a spectacular sight to the north-

east lay the threehundredthree foothundred deep entrenchment of the bear river

and to the south the front wall of the wasatch mountains stretched into

the distance to the east were the grass covered bottoms of cache

valley and northward the old stage road led into the territory of idaho

along this road freight lines left the bounteous wasatch front loaded with

supplies for the mining camps of idaho and montana and so the people

thearea
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who had come to the arid west seeking mineral wealth were sent food

and supplies by the mormons who had come to the great basin seeking

religious freedom and economic stability
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ABSTRACT

scope and pu rposesreposes this study is a geographical description of

a specific area at a particular point in history the year 1869 was chosen

for the study of the wasatch front because it is a datum point something

to work from following the completion of the transcontinental railroad

at promontory utah on may 10 1869 the typically mormon society

at the wasatch front oasis began to be more rapidly integrated to the

cultural and economic influences from the east A geographic study of

this area in 1869 focuses attention on the nature of the mormon civiliza-

tion and more fully illuminates the effect of progress on the area

the wasatch front the area at the eastern edge of the great

basin was carefully studied by mormon leaders before they arrived in

the salt lake valley they felt that this area would be adequate for the

development of a mormon empire in the far west they desired only a

measure of economic independence and freedom from their oppressors

their loyalties belonged to the united states the wasatch mountains

made it possible for an irrigated agricultural civilization to be established

as they provided snow storage and intensified orographic precipitation for

the valleys below

irrigation mormons began irrigating the day they arrived in the

salt lake valley and by 1869 had developed a complex irrigation system

se s
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canals literalslateralslate andrals ditches brought water to almost all of the irrigable

land in the wasatch front by 1869 the canals were built by cooperative

efforts under the direction of the latterdaylatter saintsday church

agriculture just as th church did not own the water it

administered the settlers had no legal title to the land they occupied

the wasatch front was occupied in small parcels of intensive farm land

the major crops were wheat corn and potatoes much pasture land

was utilized in the valleys and in the mountains for the grazing of sheep

cattle and horses the raising of orchard products and market garden-

ing expanded rapidlyrapicraple followingiy the completion of the pacific railroad

communities nearly all mormon farmers in 1869 lived in villages

these villages were located to take the fullest advantage of the physical

environment and settled under direct instruction from the leaders of the

church the settlements were usually laid out in a prescribed form known

as the city of zion and were the religious social cultural and economic

centers of their respective farming areas

business and trade which had grown slowly previous to the driving

of the golden spike at promontory expanded rapidly in the postrailroadpost

era

railroad

thanks to the presence of many skilled immigrants manufacturing

grew steadily in the wasatch communities but development of mining

was delayed until the efforts of nonmormonsnon andmormons the coming of cheaper

transportation broke the mormon embargo on mining speculation

2
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conclusions by 1869 the mormons had successfully colonized

parts of the great basin the most fruitful area was that which they

had selected while still east of the mississippi the wasatch front by

turning water upon the land they had made the desert blossom when

the railroad arrived mormons already had achieved much of the strength

and solidarity for which they are noted today
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